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1880. ESTABLISHMENT OF APICULTURE. 1880. 
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LUCIO PAGLIA. 
Medals of Bronze, Silver, and Gold, and Diplomas of Honour Awarded by the 

ITALIAN SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF APICULTURE. 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE: 
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\ In correspondence purchasers are requested to use either the Italian or French language.



BEEHKEEPING. 
CONDUCTED BY GEORGE ROSE, LATE EDITOR OF THE “BEEKEEPER.” 
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HOW MUCH DO BEES DEPEND UPON THEIR | it is reasonable to compare small things with great. We 

POWERS OF SIGHT aie tee osition—in the Catacombs o vis, the Ma ve 
C. C. Russert, Sortcrror. bt Kentucky, the centre of a strange city, or in the middle 

(Morro, “ Wie Kyows?”) e eee eee do ene as 
: 3 as ae ae the bees. en they have studied the position of the hiye 

On this question apiarians and SE IUENS Pea divided. | entrance in relation & the hive, itis tat natural that they 
ae oo aie soe CE a of ee should continue their study and extend their observations. 
others, on ONUPALY POC IAIG LUE CSE POWENS: Ost | Ts it too great a stretch of reasoning to say that they there 

ar eat aaarte eee oe of oe eta a °- | note the Laine of the hive to other objects—the ae 
PePOr Ce aa a uanas ees Co nob Cepend on thelr | berry bush beside them, then the pear tree, then the garden 
eyes to any very great extent, these organs being more or fees then the great sycamore, ihe our neighbour's house less defective. Sir John Lubbock, on the other hand, seems | 3.4 barn, and then the church steeple? In this way“ the 
to support their keenness of vision. His experiments of | Gingle of their acquaintance” becomes sufficiently enlarged 
honey spread upon coloured glass go far to support the| to enable them to range the country round, and to comp theory, although he comes to a conclusion against the bees straight home when they baa tocameoe ee 
in their powers of discovering exposed honey, and of com- : : i 
municating the intelligence to their friends at home. A Again, let oux young friend observe a bee hovering over 

third theory has been started on the good old principle of | the blue flowers of the borage or the clustering bloom of 
“splitting the difference.” It suggests, in effect, that bees | the cherry tree on the garden-wall. Ist possible to pe have the bump, known to phrenologists as “locality,” de- that that bee is not intent upon its pursuit, and using its 
veloped to a remarkable degree. This power, which is called | °Y¢S 0 the utmost? Here it is in its natural element, so “Jocativeness” or “ location,” enables our little friends, to speak ; not so when surrounded by coloured glass and 
they say, “to strike a bee-line” directly to their home other mysteries. She sees ata glance which flower has 
fromany point within a reasonable distance, and that, too, no | been visited by herself or by one of her sisters, and pauses 
matter how widely they may have wandered on their path | 20t @ second over the rifled nectary. She does not eves 
outwards to that point. This theory depends on our accord- | U2fold her tongue to lose her precious time in fruitless 
ing to the bee a power or quality unintelligible to us, by | quest. Surely this is sight, and that, too, of the keenest 
which the creature becomes, for the time being, towards its description ? _ “It may be smell,” you say. Granted, but 
hive a sort of living compass, its head being the north pole | the probabilities are against you. In the first place it is of the magnet. Others, again, contend that bees, having acknowledged that the smell of a flower is almost indepen- 

two sets of eyes, use them as grandfather uses his two pair | dent of ita honey. it has been given to the flower as a 
of spectacles-—pair No. 1 for objects at a distance; pair | signboard, “ Honey here.” In the second place, the blos- 

No. 2 for observing objects at hand. By this theory bees | 80m are so close together that to tell which flower has 
would use set No. 1 as they returned from a distance,.and | scent and which has not would be a hard task even if the 
set No. 2 for closer observation, as in the case of flitting | honey were the scent-producing secretion. And if our little 
from flower to flower, and in discovering the nectary of the | friend is guided by smell alone, and could distinguish a 
flowers they feed on by following the lines and markings rifled from a fall nectary, why should it ever alight upon 
of the petals. All these theories haye been maintained | ® Tifled flower at all ? x 3 
with much energy by their respective supporters, but as| The bee is unable to tell us ity own sensations. Neither 
yet no definite conclusion has been accepted. In the fol- | are we, curious mortals, able to get inside the little creature, 
lowing short essay we shall endeavour to advance our own | and look out through its eyes. But we are able to see 
opinion, based upon our own experience, rather than to | through a bee’s eye for all that. We recently had the 

. advocate the opinions on the observations of others. pleasure of looking through a bee's eye, mounted ona slide, 
That the bee is observant, and, like Captain Cuttle, taking | by means of a powerful microscope. In proper focus and 

notes of its discoveries, is very evident. Any one who has and in good light the word “God” was printed on a card f 
removed. bees from one locality to another, or transferred a and set up opposite the slide. The word was multiplied Be 
hive to a new dwelling, cannot fail to have remarked this | thousand times (we do not use the term with scientific 
fact. Our young beekeeper gets a present of -his first | accuracy), every facet of the eye showing the word God 
swarm. It has been hived properly, and he brings it home | clearly and distinctly. Our impression was that if the 
late in the evening, and has it erected where it is to remain living bee could nee its EYE oS he Were eS it then, there 
in his garden. The friend who has given him the bees | was no room for disputing the bee's power of VISOR aay, 
tells him to pullaway the perforated zinc from the hive | longer. To us the argument was overpowering. The 
entrance about ten a.m. on the morrow. Precisely at ten | Microscope only magnified the reflection on the facets, the 
o’clock our young friend, with fear and trembling, will Cad being removed to a considerable distance. 
remove the zine, perhaps with the assistance of a stick, and It has been said, ‘‘ How do bees manage in the dark skep ? 
if he do not feel disposition to retire to a distant part of | They have no light there, and yet their most beautiful work 
the garden he will see the bees trooping forth with a merry | goes on there day and night.” We are unable to do any- 
hum. They immediately turn their heads towards the hive, | thing but surmise. Their antenne are supposed to be the 
and fly in ever-widening circles round about. In a few rules, levels, and plumb-lines of these busy masons, They 
minutes the circles at beyond our powers of observation. | are to the bee what the Davey’s safety Be are in tho 
The circling ‘fligho,* with head towards home is taken | caps of the miners, by the help of which they make 
evidently for observation and to learn the way back. Now, their tunnels, galleries, and supports, ‘These antenna
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appear to be a supplement to the sense of secing, | hive on a board in front of the house, notwithstanding the 

r where seeing is impossible or unnecessary. But if| caution against robbers. Around this feeder were con- 
we are obliged to accord to bees a new sense dwell- | stantly assembled an innumerable company of flies, from 
ing in their antenna, through our inability to explain their | the big blue-bottle to a small black fly. It was most 
secret mystery, that is no reason why we should accord to | amusing to watch the bees rushing at these flies, we pre- 
them another new sense to account for that which we can|sumed with open mouth, for the fly threatened would 
explain. Yet this is done by some persons. Although all | forthwith decamp pro tem. Now you would think that a 
their movements outside the hive may be rationally | bee should know its own sister from a fly; yet, frequently 
explained by sight, it has been sought to give them the | one bee would rush at another, as if it mistook it for a fly. 
sense of location or locativeness. By this subtle power | The bee rushed at never seemed to mind, but went on with 
bees are enabled to go straight homewards. But havecon-| whatever it was doing—walking, feeding, cleaning its 
clusive experiments been made which prove that the bees | tongue, or preening its legs or wings. As the rusher came 
do not depend on their vision and observation ? Wewould|up to the rushee it seemed suddenly to see its mis- ~ 
venture to assert that a handful of bees taken from the| take, was puzzled and walked away. Again, we 
swarm overnight of our young friend above referred to, if | have frequently placed drops of syrup about the alighting 
let go a quarter of a mile from their new residence, would | board, and found that the bees were frequently in it before 
be lost to that hive for ever if there were any other bees | they saw it apparently. We are unable at present to pro- 

_ withina smaller radius. Again, if the “location” principle | pose any solution for the above, compatible with good 
is to be carried out bees ought to be able to fly abroad by | vision, save anger or hasie. - Again, we are told that bees 
night. But what a helpless creature is a bee if excited to | are defective in their powers of sight, because they fre- 
fly even ona clear, warm, summer night! On removing | quently fly against your face with some force, and yet do 
some hives to the heather last autumn we removed the | not sting. Weare not inclined to consider this an argu- 
perforated zinc from the entrance half an hour after we had | ment against clear vision, anymore than we would consider 
placed the hives in position. It was the full moon in| the cockchafer or night-clock short-sighted, nor the man 
September, clear, bright, and the evening warm. Yet out | who collides against you on the street, nor the old lady in 
the bees rushed and tumbled headlong over the alighting | a high wind, nor the skater who cannons against you on the 
board. We have observed the same thing to occur on a|icc. Indecision, accident, force of circumstances, or im- 
clear night when they received some sudden accidental jar, | petuosity may explain all that. 
even when the hives were on their own ground, and the Witha leaning to clearness of vision, we have endeayoured 
bees thoroughly “up” in their location. This may at first | to state arguments on both sides, such as occur to us, which 
first sight appear to be an argument against ‘“ how much | may be tendered within the limits ofa short essay. Let vur 
bees depend upon their vision,” for you would say that a | arguments be worth what they may, they are our own, and 
bee with the clear moonlight should see the way home. | drawn from what we have “seen with our own eyes.” We 
Our answer is “True,” but bees are not accustomed to try to | wish, however, to guard against conveying any impression 
see by moonlight, whereas location as you apply it is almost | that we ignore the sense of smelling as developed in bees. 
independent of vision. A blind man could find his way | This sense is also wonderfully keen. When honey is scarce 
about in a fog better than you could ina town with which | our little friends will penetrate anywhere. On several 
you are both familiar. He trusts to his “location,” you to | occasions during last summer we were pestered with bees 
your eyesight. I can go down my own stairs in the dark, | in one particular bedroom. We knew of nothing to attract 

but would hesitate on yours. Here I trust to location, | them, yet there they were, constantly buzzing on the 

which I have acquired. There I trust to my powers of | window pane. At last we discovered in the corner of a 

vision, which fail me. If the bees under the above circum- | shelf, in a press, an uncorked bottle of syrup of squills ! 

stances had trusted to their location, which you uphold, | The murder was now out. By the sense of smelling they 

they ought to be able to return; but trusting to their | wore led into the dark cupboard in search of this strange 

vision, which I uphold, they came to grief. food. By the sense of sight they were led to the window. 

But it must be admitted that bees do strange things, | Perhaps the queen or some of the workers themselves had 

even in broad daylight, which go far to support the theory caught a cold during the long wintry summer, and they 

that there is something defective about their vision. For contemplated filling a special cell as a medicine chest with 

instance, I have observed how exceedingly “ put out” a bee the contents of a bottle which had proved useful to some of 

seems to be on arriving home to find the drone trap at the | the children. Wuo Kyows ? 

entrance. Although what we have called a drone trap is Se 

the roughest of the rough, being manufactured by our- BRITISH BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

selves out of an old domino-box, the clumsiness of the con- : —— 

trivance is not the cause of wonder, for a similar surprise |'THz monthly Committee meeting took place at the rooms 

is manifested at any other change of arrangement at their | of the National Chamber of Trade, Strand, on Wednesday, : 

hall door. The drones, on the other hand, take things | the 14th instant, at four p.m. Present—Messrs. Cowan, 

easier, and appear to see and understand matters more Hunter, Cheshire, Hooker, Godfrey Abbott, Jackson, 

easily. Speaking of the drones, keen sight would seem to Revs. E. Bartrum, Rayner, and H. R. Peel, Hon. Sec. 

be most essential to them. A queen sailing in the heavens| The minutes of the last meeting were read and con- 

is an object not easily seen, and yet in that direction the | firmed. 5 

nuptial couch is spread, covered with the fleecy counter- The report of the Sub-Committee to make arrangements 

pane of a summer cloud. At other times we may observe | to facilitate the sale of honey for the members was read, 

an entering bee challenged at its entranee, and driven | as was also the report of the Sub-Committee to make 

back as if it were a stranger. It will then just rise on its | arrangements for the publication of the Lecture diagrams. 

wings a few inches above the board, re-alight, and enter! The Hon. Sec. read the Committee's report of the 

freely. During this autumn we were obliged to feed one | Association’s work during 1879, which, with list of
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members and balance-sheet, was ordered to be printed and BEE STOCKS AND THE LATE FROST, 
circulated among the members prior to the annual meet- — 
ing, which was fixed to take place on Wednesday, Feb. 18. By Mr. Cuxsutre. 

~ Messrs. Hunter and Cheshire reported. that the text of | Tu: opportunity the departure of the late bitter frost and dismal 
the “ Handbook of Beekeeping, for Cottagers’ Use,” would ereceeeion of Toe has given for examining the condition of the 

be ready by the anna! meeting. The. Hon. Seo. com | “PoO" tebe no dou bean ay hod and age oad ty = i es, 
municated to the Committee that from the great amount and so estimating by results of the value of the Se Sateen I 
of labour attached to his office and his other avocations he | give some account of the condition of things as I found them on 
found himself unable to promise to continue in his position | Monday, December 29th, really the first day since November 18th ; nal P P Y day i 
with the Association unless some arrangement could be one the cpemiomeiee ee ep High cnongh to ee the : ‘ fiy in safety. is true that on Monday, December 22nd 
made forthe help of a paid Assistant Secretary. Hesuggested some hives had partly taken advantage of a snes aii oe te 
that Mr. Huckle (who had hitherto been of great assist- | in the afternoon to get a cleansing flight, but practically at the 
ance to him) should. be appointed to that office at a salary | date first mentioned the bees had endured an enforced confine- 
of £25 per annum, with whose help he trusted to be able ene Eee days, during which the air had not only been 
Pel Carey onitlic woul aa heretofore: or the most part intensely cold, but the barometer had stood 

M z ors a a high with dense fogs—two conditions, both increasing conduct- rv, Hunter, who spoke in reply, said he felt satisfied he ivity, and’ao ‘augmentin: the: geverity of (ha hia eens 

was only expressing the feeling of the whole Committee stocks had Beed dubjected! ndoasle awiting ay ‘opportunity 
when he said that the continuance of Mr. Peel in his | for commencing an experiment with a twin hive, I determined on 
office was of the most vital importance to the Association. | the Monday aforesaid to transfer two skeps, allowing the bees only 
He had had an opportunity of seeing the efficient manner SPOU EERO ROWER, dance in {ne gous an eee under ape 2 5 : » Was as necessary to the comfort of the manipulator as o! 

he which oa Huckle had assisted Mr. oo and he would the poor distended insects. These skeps had been carefully housed 
ave much pleasure in moving a reso ution at the general | in Stewarton cases, the interspace being well filled-in with shavings 

meeting that as Huckle be appoinied Assistant Secretary dnd rae laid in several thicknesses over the top. 
at a salary of £25 per year and travelling expenses. e first skep taken in hand had its combs cut out in succession, 

A ania 2 which petcscnlatives af the county one the bees ey and praaces ae ser at the mouth of ares ee + . win hive, which now s' exactly where the entrance of the 
soot jones ee as 2 the ae aes desire skep had formerly been, while three stored combs taken from as 
© bring lorwar at the quarterly meetings, and com- | many stocks had been previously placed within to induce the bees 
ined Ge ie new eos oe were received, ve mane seealy 19 te The colony seemed both strong and 
after which the meeting formed into a ealthy, and the deaths, judging by the condition of the floor 

GC rea board, had not been excessive, but the hive contained neither 
C nC bell in th s 2 eggs nor brood. The denuded combs were now taped into six 
Japtain Campbell in the chair. frames, two of which were added to the evicted bees so as to make 

The Chairman having made some remarks on the useful- | their combs up to five in number, while the remaining four were 
ness of these quarterly meetings, called upon the Rev. Mr. | Placed in the other half of the twin ready for the use of the 
Rayner to read a paper on the “ Origin of the Ligurian mnabitants of skep No. 2. This was soon drummed in the 

Bee and the best means of introducing alien queens to tipwandneenne Se eee a eeebonaed Aa eee The 
stocks.” The lecturer exhibited a queen which had arrived | forced swarm was thrown upon the board placed to receive it; but a P 3 
in England from Italy at the close of September last, and | in cutting out the combs, in order that they might be trimmed and 
which he had since kept in the box sent by the breeder tapped into frames as before, I was surprised to find the middle 

without any new bees being added. They were originally ones about es ene, anon, of advancing brood, the 
vabout two hundred in number, but had dwindled to forty | the 18th a Saieee ee ee ete Ren. ce a oe 
or less. The queen had been. kept in a warm room, the | grip. Comparing the condition of this hive with others I have 
dead bees being from time to time removed and the box recently seen, the imperative necessity of keeping skep dry on the 
disinfected with a little salicylic acid, and honey given as | @*tetior is most abundantly proved. A soaked skep is a conductor 
required. The box was occasionally opened beneath a large oe img he ae oe a ae ee ee 

ea ei cheerless colonies within. 
ee shade, eae the bees the Sree ee eee For consumed (scientifically oxidised) honey in heat, the production 
ights, in which the queen generally joined them. his is | of which, if demanded in excess, requires exhaustive labour on the 

especially interesting, as the common idea is that imported | part of each bee, wearing down its life and draining away its stores, 
queens upon their arrival must of necessity be almosi until, too often, death finishes the unequal but unnecessary conflict ; 

immediately joined to stocks, or die. This is now shown to aud clin when Frost oa aud Ese bras forth sone oleh its evaporation keeps down the internal temperature, so that the 
be totally erroneous if common-sense means only are taken | hees, especially if there be any wind, are ee better off, as any 
to preserve them. The queen had certainly passed seven- | who have had a ducking and have dried their Clothes while wear- 
teen weeks, winter weeks, in the company of only a tiny | ing them will readily believe. ‘To-day (January 1) I find the 
knot of bees, and she is now apparently vigorous in a eu ay beautifully fixed, admitting of the tapes being cut with- 

Rayner cage in the centre of a stock awaiting liberation. | "9 7'*s « i 

The lecturer pointed out the principal points requiring | examined eight hal brood, one seclod, brood. te thoes combs at 
attention in the introduction of queens, in which he seems | the seven it had been allowed. The aggregate of brood being 
to have had almost uniform success. The salient points | about one and a half Woodbury frames, I cannot but regard this 
of the lecture were ably discussed and criticised by the fe Men dre boas are exceedingly ee Oren the : - . rames densely. is hive gave me wonderful results during 
members present, ae many queries replied to by the last summer—results which would have been considered respect- author of the paper. b . ; J h able in any year. If has been protected above, like all my frame 

Mr. Lyon piaced on the table samples of glass honcy- | hives, by from three to four inches of chaff in a tray, while it ig 
pots of various descriptions which he had imported from | of the pattern which bears my name, and was made in 1873, It 
France, and offered to supply the members at cost price. | ® age gen lee ee eto three ues of ee 

inch air space. ese points are mentioned mere! show that 
Many of them were very neat, and calculated to sell the almost every really good hive may have protected its bees as well 
honey when displayed inthem. After a 1 t i ip thoes i : Ee ny! ‘Pp. 7 i: s very pleasant | as this, Nor is the secret in the queen, for the black mother of 
evening spent together the members separated, last year has given place to a Ligurian, Strong population, cong 
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“ traction of hive, and effective protection with ventilation, has | however, being of a fine yellow colouring, such as we admire in the 

secured here what it will give wherever tried. The bees, in addition | Italian bee. * 

+o well-stored combs, have hada cake of sugarand pea flour liketo| 1. In putting the question, “Is the Caucasian bee really a 
those of which our good friend Mr. Raitt gives the method of | distinct species ?”’ I have no hesitation in saying that the Caucasian 
making a few weeks since in this Journal. Another stock had a | bee, though subject to great variation in colour, forms a distinct 
sealed patch about six inches by four inches, showing again that | species. The physical characteristics which entitle it to be classed 
low temperature without, if properly provided against, will not | as a species are very striking indeed. In size it is inferior to the 
prevent the work of the hive going forward, even amongst hees | other species of the honey bee with which we are acquainted, but 
that have previously endured long confinement, and corroborating | the difference is almost imperceptible. z 
Mr. Hunter’s position at the Conversazione in October last, to 2. Does the Caucasian bee possess the extraordinary docility 
which some were disposed to take exception. Of my single-sided | which Professor Dr. Buttlerow ascribes to it ? Iam so convinced 
hives, one with eight combs had suffered much more than those in | of the correctness of Dr. Buttlerow’s statement, having had an 
hives of greater solidity, but yet the deaths were not seriously | opportunity of observing the gentle disposition of the Caucasian 
numerous; but another similar one with six combs had lost very | bees in my own apiary. He says they are not only exceedingly 
severely. In the first-mentioned the clear outside combs had contri- | docile when the queen is among them, butalso when she is absent, 
puted doubtless to the protection. The excellence of the chaff cover | It is unnecessary to use smoke when manipulating, as these bees 
is attested by the dry, healthy condition of the stocks, which is in | never attempt to sting, even on the greatest provocation to do so, 
strong contrast to the results obtained by covering with carpet | under different temperatures. They are courageous in attacking 
as recommended by one writer in particular, but against which I | robber bees, none of which ever approach the Caucasians with 
have before protested both on scientific and practical grounds. impunity. Ifa strange bee should pass into their hive, it never 

Some artificial pollen without salicylic acid placed for experi- | gets out alive. 

-ment in an outside frame is badly mildewed, while that inserted | 8. The Caucasian queens are exceedingly prolific. From two of 
centrally has in many cases just the bottom of it yet remaining the queens I received in May I obtained colonies larger than T 

unconsumed. This pea flour was put into perfectly new comb, | ever had in my own apiary, or had ever seen elsewhere. They are 

and there reached the cell bases, a remark in a contemporary that | prone to build drone cells, and the disposition to swarm is great. 
the editor cannot get it into the cells because of the contained air | From five colonies they increased to nineteen in one season. 
notwithstanding. 4. The habit of the Caucasian bee to build a larger number of 

The rude trial to which the weather has put all our methods | 1¥een cells has been verified in Germany. It is by no means un- 
Jeads me to this conclusion—that, however well skeps may winter | Common to find 100 royal cells in a colony of moderate size, every 

pees when amply protected, they are in no way equal to double- | 7° of them perfect. = < 

sided frame hives (especially if the latter contain chaff between 5. It was impossible for me during the past season to determine 

the inner and outer skin) with chaff covers above and chaff-packed the capacities of the Caucasian bee for gathering honey, the season 

dummies, and the bees confined to so small a number of combs being too far advanced ; but, wherever robbing was, the Caucasian 
that the interior is kepb warm in every part. hee was sure to be there. From this the inference may be drawn 

: ‘The skep has hitherto been retained by nota fast because Ola that they will be equally industrious when honey 1, to be had. 

admitted excellence as a wintering hive; but the bar-framer, as Professor Dr. Buttlerow and Gunther, of Gispersleben, con- 
now managed in good apiaries, is upon its own ground beating it firmed Dr. Vogel’s statements. Dr. Buttlerow, after describing 

out of the field, because the skep is here as everywhere intractable, the attempts he had made to get these bees to sting in cases of 

while the chaff-packed dummy gives to its rival an elasticity | Swarms, and had failed to provoke them, says—“ I think, there- 

even much beyond that possessed by the excellent Stewarton, the fore, Iam justified in saying the Caucasian bee is a very docile 

virtues of which in this particular have had a talented exponent insect. As to its capacities for gathering honey, all I can say 

in the Renfrewshire Beekeeper. from my own experience is that the colonies now exhibiting here, 

In one case, in a tall experimental hive with combs seventeen ‘which have remaimed on thei stand for about ten days, have dis- 
inches deep, the deaths have been numerous enough to much played great activity, even when the other bees were almost idle. 

weaken the stock, but these are the direct. result of improper form a ee uae ey x eee. went across ve mountains to 

-added to thinness of wall, here only three-quarters of an inch as charzia on the Black Sea, The bees I saw there are of a darker. 
against two and a half inches, the thickness of my wood and chaff colour than those I met with at Wladikawkas, and somewhat less 

aevea, * good-natured 3 at least, qT succeeded on one occasion to make them 

Anyone who may feel disposed to inspect the stocks to which I sting me after blowing into the entrance of their hive. y 

have referred shall be welcome. These bees are not so handsome and evidently not so docile as 
\ those of Wladikawkas; and I think we had better direct our atten- 

ete ee a tion chiefly to the latter, which can be obtained from the bee- 
s keepers of Wladikawkas. But nobody in Russia is permitted to 

THE CAUCASIAN BEE. forward bees by post except the Imperial ‘Agricalbutal Sadety. 

Aster hs The foregoing extracts will, I hope, be welcomed by your 

I mAve just been favoured with an account of the above bee; | readers. ‘The lecture in full might have been more interesting, 

from Mr. A. Neighbour, as translated from the German, a few but you might think it too lengthy for your columns. 

extracts from which may be interesting to your readers :— The results obtained will, no doubt, be looked forward to with. 

Information on this sau was ee anian to the members | Stat interest pe by. ae ritish and Continental beekeepers, And 

of the Twenty-fourth Congress of German and Austrian Beekeepers, Tas to pe popes e a é a Neg spar ma be able and walang ve 

which met at Prague on Sept. 7 to 1151879, by M. Vogel, Dr. aniterest LBem Wi e translated accounts as they appear. In the 
Buttlerow, and M. Gunther. g meantime we can only thank that gentleman for his present kind- 

é ‘ ness. 

oe oeeh, ot ehmaniope), introduced She sxbiect | "te caucsian Doo wily however, not be the only one to which 
escaped the attention of German beekeepers so long; the moreso | Cur attention will be directed. ‘The Cyprians and the Carniolions 

as scientific men had been acquainted with it. In the year 1773 will be watched with much interest, both in our own and other 

the celebrated naturalist, Palkes, was commissioned by the then | *P™e sli Ae SE as : 

reigning Empress, Catherine IL., to visit the Caucasus. While Although the former beautiful insect was in my possession for 

there he took notice of the Caucasian bee, a specimen of which, | several seasons, circumstances prevent me saying anything as to § 

named by him Apis remipes, he sent to Berlin. This specimen is | its honey.gathering capacities ; “but this I can say, that it is extra- 

still among the objects in the entomological collection of Berlin, ordinarily prolific ; but in some instances it seems inclined to sting 

where I saw it for the first time in 1862. without much provocation. 

The Russian Councillor of State and Dr. Buttlerow, of St. Peters- The Carniolian bee, however, seems very docile and hardy, 

burg, in an article in the Bienenzeitung for last year, says the | living under circumstances that other varieties died. And, judging 

Caucasus bee isa distinct species ; adding that individual bees vary | from their present activity, I should say breeding has commenced 

very much in the colouring of the first rings of the abdomen. The | in earnest with them, as well as with the Cyprians. Their future 

bees are said to be similar to a cross between the German and | prosperity, or otherwise, I will duly record for the benefit of your 

- Ttalian bee ; those met with in the neighbourhood of Wladikawkas, | readers.—J'arm Journal. :
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LOSS OF BEES BY CHILLING, Cyprian bees Beto Cory and the Count Kolowrat, and that 
oe one may as well import such queens fro { 

A, Perrigrew. from both the atten P—C. hn : Cie ee 
In winter bees leave their hive and fly about for a few minutes | Germany, in British Bee Jowrnal. : : 
in mild weather. Often in doing so many of them are chilled and ———— 
never return to their hives. After long confinement by cold i ha / 

weather they come out in great numbers on the first mild day. DYSENTERY AND FOUL BROOD. 
Yesterday (December 28th) was fine here, and the bees came out . 2 ea 
in great numbers, seeming to enjoy themselves very much for two Ture is such an extraordinary tendency in stocks that suffer 
or three hours. Their dead were carried out and flung over the | from dysentery to become afflicted with foul brood thab we 
flight boards, but many living bees were found motionless on and | have come to regard itas the almost certain forerunner of that 
around the hives. About a quart of these were gathered into a | disease. Foul brood being a germ disease, and its spores of 
common flower pot, covered and placed over the kitchen range to | fungoid growth, we are compelled to the conclusion that the 
be gradually warmed. In afew minutes they became very noisy, | air is so charged with fungoid spores that the interior of a and when liberated at once flew back to their hive. dysenteric hive offers the requisite conditions for their develop- 

Some winters hives lose their bees fast by chills in these unsea- | ment into foul-brood germs, or micrococet, which th i 
sonable flights ; and as most hives this winter have not largepopula- | contagious and infectious. , ees en Hones 
tions all care should be taken to prevent unnecessary loss. For Ti hae been-convine! ay aeih sa ae q 3 
some years I have had about forty hives (in winter) standing within | ;. eacahl Shion Yi sBeo wenn bey the air does contain: 
three feet of each other. After winter flights our custom has been poe ‘a spores which produce the fungoid and fermentive 
to sweep up the chilled bees with a hair brush, place them in a | S'°W'h Whose appearance on meat, vegetables, &e., is 
straw super, and warm them into health and activity near the | Tecognised as mould; must, &c., and the effect known 
kitchen fire. By pursuing such a course many hives have been | PY the term “going (or gone) bad,” and that all sub- 
saved from great losses by chills. Some writers have thought that | Stances Niable to decay are variously affected by them if 
the loss of bees in winter is caused by their exhaustiug efforts to | exposed to the atmosphere. Knowing, also, that hybridisa- 
eyacuate after long confinement. This question I cannot now con- | tion produces most wonderful changes in plants, it has 
sider. AllI wish the reader to remember is that heat restores | occurred to us that similar effects may be produced by the 
chilled bees to animation, even those that are apparently dead.— mingling of fungoid or fermentive spores, the outcome being a 
Journal of Horticulture. growth that sets up disease wherever in turn it will grow. If 

——————————— i pe any wluere nepr whe truth, it will solve many difficulties 
as to the production of new diseases, and will certainly make 

CYPRIAN BEES. it plain how foul brood originates in so many places that have 

I sax you herewith copy of letter just received fom | Characters ibis nob catehiog until the bees eat the fone 
: yprus :— honey in the hive, and iti ivel ae ia wen: estearmeoas Deo! 8: 1870: y e, and itis comparatively harmless in weather 

; Peart aetssiarneet Nera atten alone, thames pa wag oben when the bees can fly. But is it not likely that a mingling of 

salem and the Holy Lad. The six hives [ have purchased are in fungus spores in the diseased hive may produce hybrid spores 
good order, and the bees do not seem very different to Italians, | that will work destruction to animal or insect life under par- ‘They are apparently a trifle smaller, and have a yellow abdomen, ticular conditions ? Perhaps the ideaisan old one, and hasbeen 
whereas with pure Italian bees that part is black. Still I know | disproved, but, on the face of it, it appears feasible, and we 
these are pure Cyprians, and I have specially come here to fetch | hope to hear the opinions of others on the subject.—British 
them. oe men I shall drive the bees, and have a look at the | Bee Journal. 
queens, All information you shall have on my return.” SS eew—=—emwsw 

The bees referred to in the above are destined for Italy, NON-SWARMING. 
where, if they arrive safely, they will be used to improve the — : 
native breed. The Cyprian queen now in the possession of the | ON reading that excellent paper on the non - swarming 
British Beekeepers’ Asseciation is equal in purity and superior | system by Mr. Raitt I feel induced to give my experience of 
in some other respects to any that can be obtained from Cyprus | the same thing in this warm climate. On taking one of my 
direct, and I have not therefore taken advantage of an offer of | strongest swarms to test the same principle of obtaining the 
one of the above.—J. P. Jackson, in British Bee Journal. greatest amount of honey withont swarming I took away the 

Of course Mr. Jackson is very mistaken if he says our friend | queen to make another artificial swarm, also taking care to 
Cory at Bruex, Austria, is the original discoverer and importer | return on the third and fourth day to take away any royal cells 
of the Cyprian bees. That honour is due only and alone to | that were formed, and to put the hive past the time of forming 
Count Kolowrat Krokorvsky at Hroby, near Teplitz, Bohemia. them from any eggs of the dethroned queen, with a view to 
This noble Count has invested much money to get this species | ‘ying their powers of working in storing honey at the height 
of bees. The first colony was totally ruined on the journey, | of the season. The result was far beyond my warmest expecta- 
and only the second and third arrived in good condition at | tions. I took from that one swarm in virgin comb honey about 
Hroby. As the Count did not like to sell any of the queens he | 60 1b., and after the first week the bees seemed to work away ‘ reared, he gave his friend Cory his snrplus queens, but never | 28 usual, with this exception—that they showed more of their 
one of the two imported queens. Cory alone sold Cyprian | fighting propensity when I took away their honey. I should : 
queens, and neyer did the Count do so, but Count Kolowrat | like to hear of this being tried with others, as I think it is the 
would furnish Cory with pure Cyprian queens if the latter was | key to the whole system of non-swarming management.— i 
not able to sell one from his own stock. Cory never said he | Hour Hour, Queensland. a : 
did import Cyprian bees. Tested Cyprian queens his friend eee 
Cory sold, and the noble Count has given them away as pre- HONEY MARKET, 
Sents to many a beekeeper all over Germany. I myself have os , 
reczived from the latter some very beautiful Cyprian queens; Pricus of Cuban and Chilian honey remain almost 
ani why should not I and other German beekeepers rear pure | unaltered. Holders are expecting a rise, and nearly all 
cian queens, and pal en even to English beekeepers? | lots have been bought in. We hada sample of Canadian 

cannot see any reason why not. : a : 5 
But I do not doubt that Cory is a worthy man, and has sent soe alae Hetacted Bons Sent ts Ne ence Ponmae 

Mr. Jackson a pure Cyprian queen, and the best one he had Gal tye Gate favour ig peculiar, thongh by no means 
too; though I am obliged to confess that I have seen in onr | "Pleasant, and very different to any English honoy that 
country, if not finer, at least jusb as beautiful Cyprian bees as | W have yet tasted. We are informed that large quantitios 
Mr. Jackson’s at the Kensington Show. Should that not bea| are expected over shortly from Canada. It is certainly 
proof that other beekeepers may haye as well pure and fine | free from glucose, we are happy to say. &
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THE MONTH. that is to say, will turn now and then from the page headed 
& —- “ Practice,” and give a little attention to that headed 

In January there is very little for the apiarist todo. All|“ Theory.” We have made arrangements with the writer 

the instruction necessary can be summed up in a yery | to publish it with this paper. 

few words—Leave healthy and well-fed stocks alone, and| We were talking only yesterday to a gentleman who for 

disturb your bees as little as possible. And all stocks, | several years has kept a few straw hives as a hobby, and 

if proper precautions have been taken early enough, ought | in the course of conversation we mentioned that we thought 

to be healthy and well fed. But, unfortunately, many bee- | beekeepers, as a rule, were lamentably ignorant of even the 

Keepers find that their stocks are starving, and they regret | first steps of the knowledge of the bee. 

now that they did not spend a few extra shillings in “T can quite believe it,” was the reply. ‘Only a few 

artificial feeding at the end of autumn. Let us trust that | days ago one of my children asked me how many wings a 

experience will in their cases teach wisdom. As a pure | bee had, and I could not tell her !” 

matter of business, every one must see that the money| There can be little doubt that the practice of beekeeping 

spent this winter in artificial feeding was a very good | is on the increase, and will become more and more wide- 

investment, for stocks and swarms cannot fail to be scarce | spread. The Press, someone once said, is the pulse of the 

next season ; and, being scarce, they must be valuable too: | country. The Press, in England at least, always can show 

: Those who find their bees are now short of provisions had | what is a popular subject, and so many papers are now 

better feed with barley-sugar. taking up bee matters that the increasing popularity of 

Are British beekeepers scientific? We fear that the |apiculture cannot be doubted. A friend said to us the 
scientific part of apiculture is sadly neglected. If this is | other day, ‘Bees and Incubators seem all the rage now, 

5 so it is agreat pity. There is much talk now-a-days about | but how long will they remain so Pe 

technical education for mechanics, and few can doubt that | We print a letter from a correspondent in Lancashire. 

if mechanics had the means, and accepted the means of a From what he says it seems that means of improvement 

better knowledge of the science connected with the work | are not easily to be obtained there. Who will volunteer to 

upon which they were engaged, England would be able to | carry a mission to that benighted part ? The writer speaks 

boast of much better workmen. gratefully of the instruction he received by visiting the 

Lord Beaconsfield, speaking on this subject at the |“ Bee Tent.” Is it possible to have the bee tent taken 
Working Men’s Hxhibition last summer, called attention to | nearer to his home ? 
a case that showed how easily the labour and time of a| - ————E—ES 
cleyer mechanic can be wasted for want of a knowledge CORRESPONDENCE. 

how to direct that labour and time to a proper channel. A ——— 

blacksmith had made, with infinite pains, a metal violin. NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Asa piece of work it was marvellous. Asa musical instru- | We make it w rule, and one that we shall adhere to strictly, that 
_ mentit was a failure. A little knowledge of the capabilities | all letters for insertion in Buukenrine must, when pub- 

and nature of the metal he had used would have told him| lished, bear the name of the writer. Ours is an independent 

theta metalcan- vive back anything like- the tone that | Journal open to, all who wish to call notice to anything new 
f é or interesting to the bee-keeping world, and we believe we shall 

resounds from a wooden sounding-board, and that notwith- | jemove a source of constant suspicion and complaint if we firmly 

standing the superior workmanship displayed, the wonderful | follow this regulation. These remarks do not apply to the Notes 

violin could never give forth such sweetly pure notes as} and Queries department. 

even a second rate-wooden violin. While we sa was gs tila sor eeporelene as poesia us do ee 

z qa 7 7 Sao: bin elves to publish ever’ Yr we receve, and sia 

pains on eat nok ao math eae ? Onrownopinion | Thery to reject those that scom £0 ue davotd of general erent 
7° that-the scientific side of the question is much neglected. and those which, in owr opinion, are likely to lead to quarrelling 
Those beekeepers we have-seen are, with but few excep-| instead of fair discussion. 

tions, ignorant even of those minor matters that should be | We respectfully beg all owr readers to have perpetually in view a 

thoroughly understood before one can judge how to treat laudable desire to extend the practice of bee culture in this 

bees. There is much complaint made just now thatfarmers | cwéry, and having this aim Pefone eee Cotsen wen antes, 
zs aa . anything they meet with in their experience that seems to them to 

know nothing of scientific agriculture ; but although there] jaye been unnoticed before. a 

may be much ground for the complaint, their want of ae sees 

essential knowledge is nothing compared to the ignorance SOMETHING WANTING. : 

shown by many beekeepers of many years’ standing. We TO THE EDITOR OF BEEKEEPING. 

fear that these remarks will not be pleasant to maay of our Srr,—As I am thinking of starting an apiary about three miles 

- readers. Well, we are sorry for it, but itis our aim not from home, I should like to ask your opinion as to the locality. There 

to please individ uals, but to spread both the knowledge and ee ae a ee ee ee a ay 

the practice of apiculture. If the present writer is wrong | ‘\hworth Valley, and is considered picturesque. This valley is 

in believing that scientific bee-culture is all but unknown | about half a mile wide, 200 feet deep, with sloping tanks, and 

in this country, aud if anyone will only show him that he Sore in ai It ti sey corned wat oe the: Boe 

i "4 i “ i 4 in willows (includin: e paim-bearing), dak, ash, 

ee ee By be wall pe aa enough DONA STS a: ae nea Birch, San and fir, with thee wild plants Sad shrubs, 

culpa! Med maxima culpa: ‘ including rose, bramble, holly, and so forth. In the middle 
When the prize essays seut us as (Hditor of the Bue-| of this valley is a flat of about one acre lying very low. 

KEEPER) were on practical matters we received many papers | Would the hives do best here, as being protected from high wind, 

in competition. The only time a subject-connected with the | or more elevated forsighting home ? The surroundings of this valley 

science of apiculiure was given we received one essay only ! | for a few miles at cen ‘ou open country aa une oo 

Was it accidental, or was it a proof that science finds few ee pce ae nee Saale econ He he tnitly eovarel a 
students or devotees? Fortunately, this one essay is @| Qjoyer, It is, with the exception of some pasturage, all mown. 

very good one, and we think onr rea‘lers will find it so] The nearest point to a town is three miles; the other points are 

i interesting that many of them will turn over a new leaf—| many miles from any smoke ‘There would not be more than sixty
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fruit trees reachable. It is habited with nothing but farms, and, FERTILISATION OF QUEENS. 
. as aforesaid, all under cultivation with the exception of this —__— 
beautiful valley. Yet no one here keeps bees ! By Mr. Rarrr. 

If you should think this a suitable locality, how many stocks is | Turs question of an improved race of bees is no mere chimera. It 
there pasturage for in one apiary ? does not-even imply any dissatisfaction with the race we now have. 

No, 2 is called Birtle, and is considered a bracing district, and | It springs from the well-observed fact thatin any given apiary, 
is three miles from the town of Bury, west, and two miles from | while all stocks are good, some are better, and one, it may be, 
Heywood, south, north, and east, and is open country for many | decidedly the best. We do not refer to the mere animal strength 
miles, with the exception of a small clough about two miles long, | of stocks, but to their developed instincts. Some excel others in 
a quarter of a mile covered with oak, ash, hazel, and a few of the | the vastness of their populations, others in the habit of storing 
palm-bearing willows. I should say one-fourth is arable land, and | greater supplies. Some are gentle as flies, others fierce as hornets. 
there is a fair quantity of red clover grown. Like No. 1, there are | Some are so attached to their brood that it is difficult to dislodge 
no fruit trees of any note. There is a little villa gardening. them from their combs, while others on the slightest disturbance 

No. 8 is, with the exception of a little pasturage, all rich meadow | rush in every direction as if devoid of maternal instinct altogether. 
Jand, and the nearest point to aay town is five miles. There are | And it is noticeable that such characteristics are not transitory, 
not in this district any fruit or forest trees of any note, but more | but from month to month and year to year, so long asthesame , 
clover than No. 1district. As I have said, no one here keeps bees, | queen is mother of them all. Change the queen and you in a short 
therefore I am compelled to trouble you. I should feelalso obliged | time change the character of the stock for better or for worse. 
ifyouknowany beekeeperresiding nearany of the following towns:—| Now it is evident that by breeding-up from queens whose progeny 

- Middleton, Rochdale, Heywood, Bury, Radcliffe, Bolton, and Man- | show the desired characteristics we may hope at no distant date 
chester (of course, all in Lancashire), as I believe a little | to improve the race considerably, at any rate, to bring all our 
experience with some modern beekeeper would be of great service. | stocks up to the level of the best we at present have. 

. There are none of those displays one reads of. No Baldwin] Hitherto all such attempts have proved abortive from the fact 
= manipulations with bees and grand shows of the modern hives | that we had no control over the queen’s choice of a mate, and could 

and appliances ; and, above all, the enticing displays of honey. | not even ensure her mating at all, Left to nature the virgin queen 
i Therefore, to see such would be encouragement and a great boon | issues from her hive as early as the fifth day of her life, and soar- 

to one who never saw it before, but to travel by rail one hundred | ing aloft meets the drone; but this is rarely accomplished without 
or two hundred miles would not be very profitable. Ishall feel | several such flights, extending often over many days. The watchful 
very thankful for any remarks you may make to this very imperfect | beekeeper, intent on discovering whether she is yet fertile, can 
letter. Wishing you to point out the district of the three so| only in most cases await the production of eggs. Even then, 
imperfectly described, I beg to remain yours truly, indeed, he cannot be certain, but must wait to see whether these 

Bury, 3rd January, 1879. James Pagan. eggs develope into worker grubs. If intent on breeding Ligurians. 
ee re in their purity he must wait till these grubs hatch out into perfect 

HONEY WANTED. pees polars he oa ae ig woot strain hey belong. ane may indeed. 
y careful watching be fortunate enough to see the queen return 

Brel hove erties cee Se pee ea: cain so | from a successful flight with the well-known mark of fertilisation 
2, Bees Oe: oO. SNe YOUs Be . | attached, but what strain of drone she had met he cannot tell. soon, but the fact is that, from your suppression* (in the Brx 7 ‘ a : EEEPER No. 3) of the words “Expert of the British Beekeepers Now, however, all this uncertainty, and weary waiting, and dis- 

Association,” which I believe I appended to my signatute im | appointed hope, BrOnses to give place before man’s ingenuity and 
writing to you on the subject of honey sales, some persons have | perseverance. Hor ten years past experiments in the line of fer- 
imagined that I have been setting up a honey market on my OW2 tilisation in confinement have been carried on chiefly by our rest- 
account, an impression which I am particularly anxious to dispel | less neighbours on the other side of the Atlantic, and with occa~ Iam merely acting as the authorised officer or agent of the sional symptoms of success. Glass globes _or tumblers, wire 
British Beekeepers’ Association, whose committee, in accordance | °2¢losures, and dark chambers, have all been tried, but the honour with a resolution passed at’ the general meeting held on the 19th | Of achieving decided results belongs to Professor Jared Hasbrouck, 
February, 1879, have for some time past made arrangements with | °f New Jersey, U.S., by the simple use of an empty sugar cask! 
several old-established houses in London, whereby any member of | /” 1878 this gentleman carried on an elaborate series of fertilisa- the Central Association or of any one of the affiliated county | tion experiments, using various forms of wire and glass cages for 
associations can find a ready market for his honey by sending me | ©@Pturing the queen as she came forth on her errand, and con- 
a sample in a saleable form, stating the quantity he has for sale, | {ting along with her the selected drones. In several cases he 
together with the Jowest price which he will take for it, paying | Was successful, but felt that the success then attained was more 
carriage and the very small commission of 5 per cent. upon the than counterbalanced by the loss.of time and the uncertainty of 
amount realised by the sale.—I am, sir, your obedient servant, success. After a winter's cogitation he returned to his task 

S. J. Baupwin, during the past season with improved means. These not at first 
Expert of the British Beekeepers’ answering the purpose, he hit upon the idea of giving the queen 

Association. and two or three drones a place to fly in that almost compelled. 
Gipsy Cottage, South Vale, them to keep constantly on the wing, and that within an inch or - 

Upper Norwood, 9th Jan., 1880. : oa of ace other. Ths was only ene ee yd oe 
* i i men a close-fitting cover having a 4-inch hole in its centre. On the 
Dee ees eae ‘ Boe inside of this cover, under the hole, he fixed a piece of glass, and 

Seaen WRN aE al Saas Se having caught the queen as she Ee from the hive pe deoRped 
“ > ” her with the selected drones into the barrel and closed the cover. 
FANCIERS’ CHRONICLE. In less time than it takes to tell it she mated with one of the 

at Pre 9: . drones. In subsequent attempts he did not wait for the queens 
More SCORS for the Sens of beekeepers Be Cee ! issuing from the hive, but pleted them off the combs sien he 
Another chance of obtaining and spreading apicultural | judged them to be of proper age, and was successful in each” 
knowledge! We are glad to learn from the proprietors of | instance. On dropping them into the barrel they immediately 
the Fanciers’ Ohronicle that that paper will on the 1éth | flew to the light in the cover, and as there was no resting-place 
instant commence to open its columns to | ee matters. We sdjacent they ere cone ed 2 oy Zee oon other in cee con- 

. . iguity til ey mated. will be easy to provide a more 
only repeat what we Bove already said, that every agricnl- Guvenet hen bee for fertilisation now that we have learnt the 
tural paper should dothe same. At all events, it is pleasing | principle. Such a chamber must be so contrived that by no | 
to know that the desire for information on such an impor- | possibility can the queen escape either when being put in or : 
tant business as apiculture is increasing, and that the | removed, else she would in all likelihood be lost, not haying flown 
means of imparting that information are increasing too. pelea would a9 Rene SE the peseel eee vey of the ” ‘ Sage qe interesting operation, so that he may know exactly whentoremove - 
Every saecess to this well-known periodical a ae wes and the queen. in sort of sentry-box with the small Leht in the middle 
eee endeavours. The Fanciers’ Ohronicle is pub- | of a flat roof is the form that suggests itself to me, and which I lished at 317, Strand, W.C., and at Newcastle-on-Tyne, mean to adopt another season,
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If, as I have no doubt, the discovery should prove equal to the | the eleventh day of her captivity. I had raised the box and 
occasion, it will be a great step in advance, and cause 1879 to be | examined the interior of the hive. There I saw four royal cells 
remembered in the annals of beekeeping. It will enable us to | which contained young nymphs more or less advanced, and one 
rear our own Ligurian queens in their purity instead of having to | cell recently emptied, which proved to me that a young queen had 
import them at great cost. It will deliver us from the annoyance | been hatched, and was now to be found amidst the bees. Some 
of having palmed on us puny, half-developed queens, such as are | days after this the young queen laid, and the drones were sacri- 
being reared for us by the Italian breeders of late years, queens | ficed. Meanwhile the old queen remained in the box, which the 
that, as a rule, do not survive in fertility over a year; and it will | bees seemed to have forsaken, with the exception of a few which 
save much time and make us independent of the weather so far as | remained near the queen. 
queen-rearing goes. ‘Io me the discovery is particularly welcome «Then I removed about a third of the population from the hive, 
after a season so extraordinary that out of a large number of | but without taking the new queen. I placed these bees ina new 
virgin queens I haye not been able to get a single one fertilised.— | hive furnished with empty comb, and I put the observation-box, 
Journal of Horticultwre. which still held the old queen, above the new hive, and 
oS a ee pemoned hive oat box to a new stand at a distance of four 

ilometres, that the bees might not return to their old location. _I 
FOREIGN NOTES. waited in expectation that the old queen would now begin to lay, 

nee but this did not happen. I thought then that she must have 
__ ITALY. ‘ become sterile. To ascertain if this were really so I shut heralone in 

Accorprxe to our Italian contemporary, the Apicoltore, an| 9 (perforated ?) metallic box containing a little empty comb. Being 
important exhibition was held at Monza, an aristocratic little town | thus isolated, if she laid at all the bees could not eat her eggs. I 

near Milan, from the 27th of September to the 12th of October | had supplied the bottom of this box with a covering, so that it 
last. The occasion was one of general interest, and, considering | would receive the eggs in case she laid without placing them in 
the almost uniform failure of the yield, the amount of honey | the cells. I hung up this cage and left it for four-and-twenty 
exhibited was highly satisfactory. Among the competitors in this | hours surrounded by the bees. I examined it most carefully, and 
class, Signor Stefano Fumagalli contributed forty-five pots ; Signor | found no eggs, which confirmed my opinion that the queen had 
L. Santambrogio, twenty-four pots from the linden tree ; the Rev. | hecome sterile. To becomestill further assured, 1 set her at liberty 
G. Giacomoni, four pots of a golden colour ; Signor Angelo Crippa, | in the hive furnished with empty combs. Eight days afterwards L 
twelve pots; Signor E. Vischi, fifteen pots of amber colour; and | saw that she had not laid, and I knew that she was really and 
Prince Ferrante Gonzaga, two pots, besides a variety of other | undoubtedly sterile. At this time there were no drones in the 
samples in the comb and otherwise. _ hive; all had been destroyed. But I had in another hive an orphan 

There was also a good show of wax in cakes of elegant form, the colony where there were still some drones. The idea occurred to 
two most admired of all being a large pyramid and a centre-piece | me to unite this latter with my sterile hive and watch the result; 
representing the “ Star of Italy.” eT 3 , | but I first wished to become quite sure that the drone colony was 

No less admired were the live stocks exhibited by Signori| really queenless, and there was no doubt on the point. Then I 
‘Fumagalli and Mazzoli, the latter's in an observatory hive of | united the two colonies. A few days afterwards the workers 

: new design. . What, however, was the greatest attraction of all, | destroyed the drones. Having now examined my hive I found some 
_ both for the jury and visitors generally, were afew Cyprian queens young brood. This queen, had she been sterile for a time only, or 
imported and exhibited by Cavalier Luigi Sartori; and the fact that | had she been fertilised anew? Ishould like to believe that it was 
these were the first of their kind brought to Italy had the effect of | a fresh fertilisation.” 
inducing the jury to grant a silver medal to their importer. ..|  M. Hamet remarks:—“In the first fortnight of October we 

The following silver medals were also awarded: To Dr. A. Dubini | ynited a colony of Carniolians, which had been queenless since the 
for his bee implements ; Signor N. Mazzoli, for the attractive | end of June, to a small colony of Italians, the queen of which had 

< manner in which his honey was offered to the public; Signor | Jaid no eggs for more than a month. ‘The drones were allowed to 
Lnigi Santambrogio, for bee produce generally ; Rev. G. Giacomoni, | remain for twelve days, and the queen commenced to lay imme- 
for honey ; Signor Stefano Fumagalli, for the exquisite quality of | diately after the uniting, butin consequence of our having supplied 
his honey; Prince F. Gonzaga, for the superiority of honey and food, and not because of a new fertilisation.” 

oe ae ee Bue ie aed * «“ FourtH EXxpERrEnce. 
nother curiosity at this exhibition was a beautiful white comb, « This experience was something like th ine, 

well filled with honey, which the bees had built on a sheet of tin | placed in ae laid no eggs, ae the Sea 
previously immersed into liquid wax,and suspended on a movable | young queens, of which one was preserved and took the place of 
frame, as is done with comb foundation; the bees, however; | the old queen, which was stillin the observation-box. When there 
had removed all the wax from the tin before attaching their comb | was some new brood in the hive the workers abandoned their old 
thereto. As regards the honey generally, the jury have recorded | queen, and I found her dead not long after in the box. Had she 
that, notwithstanding the great efforts made by beekeepers to | heen killed, or had she died of hunger, cold, or grief ? I cannot tell. 

. improve its quality, there was yet to be found init that unpleasant « REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS. 
flavour which is characteristic of that particular district ; and this, “1, For a queen to lay in an observation-box it’ is necessary to 
according to Professor Flaminio Barbieri, may be attributed to | operate with a first swarm, natural or artificial. There is then 

_ the prevalence of a flower ey the fields known under the name of | the certainty that the queen has been fertilised. This swarm 
« Helicrisium grandiflorum.’—J. CamascHELLA. should be placed in a bive, which should be taken to the original 

Se location, thus rendering it strong. 
DO WORKERS EVER LAY DRONE EGGS? «2, When one experiments with the sole object of observing the 

We refer our readers to pages 41 and 74 of the BrexKrrrER | bees work in wax, it is useless to shut off the queen by a grating. 
(lately edited by Mr. Gzorau Rosz) for M. Arviset’s former | The bees fill up the crevices in the honey-box, and this they also 
articles. he series is now concluded withthe recital of his third | do with those at the top. The windows at the side are also useless. 
and fourth experiences. 3. In my two first experiences I observed queens lay male 

«Tuirp Experience. eggs, which neither confirms nor disaffirms that the workers do 
«On the 24th July, at mid-day, I shut the queen of a hive in| not also lay them under certain circumstances. 

an observatory-box containing one comb with large cells, and one «4, The queen of the first colony experimented on was Italian, 
with small; these held brood of different ages, eggs, and larve. I] but she had been fertilised by a drone of a different species. She 
put in this brood comb with the intention of inciting the workers | produced black drones, and also yellow, but of a degenerated 
to take care of the eggs which the queen would lay. colour. It must, therefore, be a fact that the genus of the father 

“On the 25th the eggs and all the brood still remained, but the | affects them.” 
bees took no care of them and did no work in ‘wax. The queen (Is it really certain that black drones were laid by this queen 
moved about accompanied by some of the bees which seemed to | No, according to the previous proposition, which neither affirms 

‘ excite her, or appeared anxious to seize any eggs that she might | nor disaffirms. As to an exotic race, it submits to the influence of 
Jet fall. On the 26th all the brood is lost for want of care, and the | climate. The yellow race used in our climate is seen to alter in 
combs which had contained it had been demolished. The queen | its colour, while this being well understood, connection has been 
was now on the large cells, but had laid no eggs; neither have the | made between subjects of the same race born in our country.— 
bees yet commenced to work at the wax. Eprror or L’ Apiculteur.) 

«TJ daily examined this queen up to the 4th August, which was" “Two things can produce this result. Suppose one hag.a pure
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Italian queen, and that she has been fertilised by an Italian | sixty-eight million pfennigs, or 170,000 dols. _ It results from these 
drone, then she will produce nothing but. male Italians ; that is to | calculations that each hive benefits agriculture to the amount of 
say, yellow. But what, sometimes, happens? The workers raise | 10 dols. annually, a value hitherto totally overlooked,” i 
young queens, adopting one of them as their ruler, and supplanting | _ The fertilisation of plants by the bees presents a very interest- 
the original sovereign. It then happens that the young queen is | ing field for study. But for the oft-repeated visits of the bees, 
fertilised by a black drone, and to your great surprise you see | myriads of beautiful flowers would in a short time cease to bloom 
workers and drones of a degenerated type are the result of this | —aye, and cease to live also! Many plants absolutely require the intermixture. visits of bees or other insects to remove their pollen masses, and 

“5, Can a queen permit herself to be fertilised each year at the | thus to fertilise them. Hence Darwin wisely remarks, when speak- 
time of swarming? I see nothing to prevent this. My third | ing of clover and heart’s-ease:—«“ No bees, no seed; no seed, no 
experience seems to prove it.” increase of the flower. The more visits from the bees, the more 

(A mistake—a great mistake, and this we say according to | seeds from the flower; the more seeds from the flower, the more 
the eclectic axiom of Jacotot, “Tout estdans tout.’ And nothing | flowers from the seeds.” Darwin mentions the following experi- 
can prove that the plant louse does not cause itself to be fertilised | ment:—« Twenty heads of white clover, visited by bees, produced 
again and again at very near intervals of time, instead of being | 2,990 seeds; while twenty heads so protected that bees could not 
able to transfer to its descendants of even the eighteenth or nine- | visit them produced not one seed.” Thus is infinite wisdom dis- 
teenth generation prolific faculties without need of refertilisation. | played by Nature on every hand! Nothing is created in vain ; 
—Eprror of L’ Apicultewr.) each has its proper sphere, and each its appropriate work to 

«T remember to have read some years ago that those who have | perform.—American Bee Jowrnal. 
observed affirm that when a queen is held captive a long time in a aaa - 
cage she loses her power of laying, whether she is shut up to pre- FERTILISATION IN CONFINEMENT, &c. 
vent swarming or to arrest or limit the production of brood with | Wx have just passed through one of the worst honey seasons in 
the object of causing the bees to give all their energies to this col- | this section I have experienced since 1868. This has been general 
lection of honey. In these two cases, one operates at the time when | throughout the country, and almost a total failure in California. 
the queen is about to finish her great laying, and, being held | Last year was also a tolerably poor honey season in this section, 
prisoner, she cannot be refertilised, which accounts for sterility. | and I have observed that, as a general rule, a good honey flow 
df this is so—but I do not affirm it, for my experiences have | always follows two poor ones. It is said that good corn years are brought me no certainty—there would be nothing surprising to always bad honey years, and the season just past would seem to ‘ see Italian queens and cross-breeds laying eggs producing black | confirm this assertion, for, notwithstanding the great drought this drones. year, I never saw a better corn crop. 

«In all this I do not deny that the queen has the faculty to lay Isee from the report of the National Convention that Professor drone eggs without her having been fertilised, seeing that workers, | J. Hasbrouk has succeeded in his experiments with fertilisation of too, can lay them ; but I repeat that if she causes herself to be | the queen in confinement. Among the various modes in which I fresh fertilised every year one can no longer be surprised that a experimented, one was very near like the one he succeeded with, small part of the male sperm can remain preserved in the sperma- | the only difference being that I used a large store box instead of theca during the whole life of the queen.’—J. P. Arvisnr,|a barrel. IfT live, I shall try his plan against next season; but DL Apiculteur, I fear, if I report the plain truth for the journal, I will have to 
waa write failed! Should I be cs ees as to succeed, I will ee 

THE NUPTIAL FLIGHT. out queens that I desire to have teste as to markings, fertility, 
M. A. Prcq writes “ that he saw a queen and drone ona heap of hay, | #04 honey-gathering qualities with any in the United States. I 
that there was no doubt of the act of fertilisation, and that he | Sid in a former communication that the man who discovered a 
would have taken both prisoners but that he feared to make some | Safe and practical method to fertilise queens in confinement with colony, that was not his own, queenless.” He adds:—*TIt is an easy | Select drones-should have one dollar given him by every queen- - 
experiment that will overthrow M. Ulivi’s theory. Have, in the | breeder in the country, no matter how great the number. I repeat 
swarming season, an Italian colony in an apiary where there are | What I then said, but am. not ready to. pay my proportion till I 
adozen natives. Seven times out of eight, if the Italian swarms, | 2™ satisfied from actual experience that itis a success. I do not her young queen will become fertilised by a native drone. To | mean to say that Professor Hasbrouk is mistaken, but I do mean 
deny that this does not take place away from the hive, it will be | to say, that as I took the word of over 200 (or perhaps 500) a few 
necessary to prove that the drones of the pect sch ls hives Tees Genin had succeeded, I never will take any evidence 3 ight. 
ea eanee Ce re a eae yay ae The weather to this day has been the mildest I have seen for M. Doucin writes on the same subject :—“I saw this spring a | Many years, and should it continue the bees will winter splendidly. - 
group of drones pursuing a queen and making large circles of flight | But it may turn out, as it frequently does here, that our winter is 
at a distance of a dozen metres from the ground. The queen kept | in March and April. Z 
in front of this group at a distance that seemed to me to remain| 1 have said in former articles that an average colony of bees | unchanged, notwithstanding the hot pursuit of the drones. The | Could winter from October till the middle of February or the Ist of 3 
noise of their flying could be heard some way off, for the air was | March on dbs. of honey. I have frequently proven this true, and. / perfectly calm ; one would have supposed that a strong swarm was | bave wintered many a colony on from 10 to 15lbs., and thought it abroad. The bees remained some three or four minutes in my | W@S @ good plan not to winter on more than 18 or 20lbs., for fear 
kitchen garden, when they filed off, and flew, like a bullet, in a oF bane one Wa ae ncn of ms sal @Yas be sioht.?—Ibids As 
erie ei erp iy Uno ene wore) lose Lo tay eit ied 30 or 35Ibs. in a sO eaee: Langstroth hive if you want them to 

come out very strong in the spring and be ready for the harvest. 
ADVANTAGES OF BEES. I believe I may safely say that no ote colony eo wintered. 

In its “Tahresbericht’’ for 1878 the Bienenwirthschaftliche | on say about 15lbs,, will be ready until the season is about half Hanptverein im Konigreiche Sachsen publishes the following highly | through, unless fed regularly in the spring, and that is very 3 interesting statistical data referring to the indirect utility of bees: | troublesome. I have worked with neighbouring bees every spring, —It has ever been one of the objects of all apicultural societies | and I find that except with worn-ont or unfertile queens such to prove the great importance of bees to agriculture generally. It| colonies as had an-abundance of honey came out the strongest. If appears that the society named possesses 17,000 hives, from each | they have an abundance of honey early in the spring, feeding is of which 10,000 bees fly out daily, which represents a total of 170.| simply useless. I used to think differently.. Ido not deny that millions of bees. If we suppose that each bee undertakes but four | some colonies can have too much in October to give the bees room journeys per day, and that this takes place only on 100 days out | to cluster out of sealed combs, and that there can be too much in of the 365, then we obtain a yearly total of 68,000 millions of bee | the way in the spring to allow the queen room tospread her brood- journeys. It is not too much to suppose that fifty flowers are | nest ; but these cases are very rare, and where they do occur we visited on each journey, and we are certainly justified in supposing | have only to exchange a, few empty frames for full ones. that five out of these fifty are fertilised ; then we get a grand total Bees wintered on little honey know by instinct their condition, of 340,000 millions of fertilised flowers per year. Let the value of | and will not begin to breed until very late in the spring, while fertilising 5,000 blossoms be but 1 pfennig (or 500,000 for 25 cents), | those colonies that have an abundance will begin in January, and then the work done by bees of the society represent a value of frequently in the first week if the weather is moderate, Those
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who have time and patience to feed regularly in the spring can | the coming season whether the bees get all thei ven 
afford to winter on fn 16 to 20lbs.— Ibid. these nectar glands, or whether one sae fue 

well, and if the latter be the case let us note their comparative 
THE AGE OF DRONES. value.—Ibid. 

Dustring to rear a oer a an eno Set from a — 

queen I had just purchased, I examined my fifteen hives to see E 
whether I had any drones, po Satine, none, I procured ofa neigh- sree UNG a no OD COMBS: 

our two pieces of drone brood, each about ten inches square, and, | Many suppose th: Hari: One int 
‘ after making a colony queenless, I inserted the drone brood in it. | to clear ane Toa ola OF Seay tee Ge ee ane 

In one piece of this brood the drones were emerging from the | so as to keep up the population of the colony rescounie! Gta * 

cells; the other was well sealed brood. A careful watch was kept | that when bees are working in boxes, as a necessity the brood 
i over this colony; no queen-cells were allowed to hatch, and the | combs must be crowded with honey, while the truth is that when 

colony became hopelessly queenless so far as the ability of the bees | the bees are at work nicely in the boxes, with a proper hive, there 
to raise a queen was concerned. It was well filled with honey, and | js scarcely a pound of honey in the brood combs. I sai with a 
the bees were continually adding to their stores. In ten days the | proper hive, or brood chamber of a proper size. In this ane isa 
drones had all hatched out, and the hive was apparently filled | great secret of success. Quinby gave, in his “Bee-Keepi 

_ with them. Hight queen-cells were capped over and given to| Hxplained,” 2,000 cubic inches as the right size of th “teood 
nuclei, and I felt sure the young queens would all become fertilised | chamber, Ane nl us that there was ae daees in antes 

in due time. | ; : inferior honey in the spring, so as to hav. i 
On examining the hive on Sept. 30th I noticed that the drones | chamber, Hob cooley tis queen, filled a ae 

word fast disappearing, and thought they may have found their | necessitating the putting of the nice white clover honey in the 
way into the nuclei, but, alas, I found but two even there. By | boxes. This is one way of arriving at the same object that we do 
Oct. 5th the drones were so scarce that I had to give up all| with a brood chamber of about two-thirds the size of the one used 
thoughts of queenrearing. ‘The first of these drones were hatched by Mr. Quinby. By thus feeding, he gave the bees no place to put 
out between the 4th and 9th of Sept., and now in twenty-four | their honey except in the boxes, and thereby losing thie: use of this 
days they were virtually all gone. Am I not right in concluding | inferior honey for half a year, besides having the boxes separated 
that the age of the drones will average about twenty-four days, just | from the brood by some distance of sealed stores for the bees to 
the time required from the laying of the egg until the perfect bee | pass over, which was of course a detriment ; yet he got much more 
emerges from the cell? ‘ i ._| honey in his boxes than he would otherwise. My plan to 
The eight queens came out perfectly; six were lost in their | accomplish this object is to have a hive or brood chamber of a 

lights to meet the drones, and the other two have not commenced | size that an average queen will keep filled with brood to the 
to lay, though one of them has made at least two flights. exclusion of honey, thus keeping the boxes close to the brood, and. 

A writer in Gleanings says that during the months of June to | if any feeding is to be done, do it in the fall. This is not all 
September the life of the worker is forty-five days, and that of the | talk. If you will try it, you will find that the queen will keep the * 
drone is about the same, but my experiment in September shows | combs ina hive of 1,850 cubic inches filled with brood, and if any 
conclusively that the age of the drone is only about twenty-four | honey is to te had from the fields the bees will put it cn the boxes, 
days, even when reared in a strong colony, and not in a nucelus. | as there is nowhere else to store it. Thisis our secret of gettin z 
Another writer in Gleanings experimented with rearing drones in| box honey. Now, supposing Quinby had, instead of eee 
June, in a nucleus, and, Ae to say, his experiment and mine | extracted the honey from the brood combs ‘every week or 80, a8 

_ show the same results—the lateness of the season, therefore, had | some would have us believe we should do to be successful, how 
nothing to do with it. f asi much honey do you think he would have obtained in his boxes ? 

In 18681 purchased a colony of Italian bees, and, wishing to| Nota pound. Bees will not build comb in surplus boxes so long 
rear some queens from it for the purpose of Italianising my apiary,|as there is plenty of empty comb close to the brood to store 
I carried all my nuclei a distance of one and a-quarter miles from | honey in. Again, you may take a hive of 1,850 cubic inches, 

_ my apiary, taking no drones except from the Italian colony. I} and fill it with frames which are full of sealed honey, and put 
had to carry drones there every two or three weeks. Ithen thought | on your boxes. Have astrong colony with a good prolific queen 
they found their way back to the parent colony. I now think they | in it, and in two weeks’ time you will have nearly all of said honey 
lived out their day and died naturally. Every fall, for years, I} in your boxes. Once more. If you let a first swarm issue from a 
have noticed some colonies driving out their drones, while others | hive, and keep them from swarming again, by the time the young 
had none to destroy. The latter, probably, had reared none for | queen gets fertilised every available cell in the brood chamber will 
some time, and in consequence they had died a natural death in | he filled with honey, and'still no start be made in the boxes; but 
twenty-four days after hatching. | i just as soon as she commences to lay the bees will commence work 
At our Convention last spring it was stated that if drones were | in the boxes; and in twenty days, if you examine, you will find 

shut in their hives by drone traps for three days they would die. | scarcely a cell of honey in the brood combs, and as nice a lot-of 
One of my neighbours says that he has tried it this summer, and | prood as you ever saw. Now, we will suppose that just as this 
that his drones did die.—Ibid. queen was fertilised you had extracted all that honey, you would 

fee not have obtained a single box of honey unless from fall flowers. 

SOMETHING NEW ABOUT HONEY-DEW. Therefore, if you want a large yield of box honey, keep prolific 
3 Prormssor A. J. Coox. queens, and let the brood combs alone after the boxes are placed 

Waite at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, I became much | on the hiye.—Ibvid, 

. interested in some observations and investigations made by Mr. ee ; 

William Trelease, a very talented young man connected with the PARASITES, 
University, which entirely settles the matter of honey-dew. Mr. Earty in the winter, perhaps.in January, in front of two of my 

Trelease has not only tasted the nectar secreted by the plants, but | hives many bees were to be seen each day dying. This at first was 

he hag discovered the glands which secrete the nectar. ‘These are | thought to be caused by dysentery, but on a closer examination it 

often so large as to be easily recognised by the unaided vision. Mr. | was found that the bees were distended, and when cut in two a 

Trolease showed me the glands on species of cassia, acassia, pasi- | rather brown thinnish matter was found, which contained many 

flora—the May-pop of Alabama—prunes, and the cotton plant. | particles just visible to the naked eye. We called the attention 

On a fine acassia growing in the botanical laboratory of the Uni- | of a person who was with us one day when we were examining one 

versity I not only saw the glands, but also the drop of nectar, of these bees and told him that they seemed to be insects—a para- 

which I found sweet to the taste. I had the pleasure, not only of | site that destroyed the bees, multiplying and increasing in size 

seeing Mr. Trelease’s beautiful drawings, but also of viewing the | until the unfortunate bee, on trying to leave the hive, dropped to 

actual cross-sections under the microscope. The usual dermal cells | the ground, and, after some convulsions, expired in the course of 

are enlarged and lengthened at the glands. The cell walls seem half an hour. We have watched them for thirty or more minutes 

more thin, while the enclosed protoplasm is much more dense. | before life would be extinct. The last moments of the bee’s life 

"These glands are on the petioles of the leaves, on the ribs, or on the would show symptoms similar to those of abee poisoned with cobalt, 

. lade of the leaves. On the partridge pea, which has so often | though in the case of poisoning the convulsions would be more 

. een noticed to be swarming with bees, the glands are large and | violent, and life would cease quicker. 

numerous, and, Mr. T. says, rich in nectar. Letus observe during| We do not consider that the climate has anything to do with 

| *
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this, neither the honey, for only two or three were thus affected, | splendid workers, and better tempered than smaller bees of mixed 
while the remainder were all right. blood. If I can have queens fertilised in confinement, I purpose, 

At a recent meeting a discussion was had on “What are the | if I live another year, to cross different strains of Italians,—IDid. 
causes of death of apparently pean nee ae AS ——_- 

Mr. Root said that “ what appeared to be dust in the hive was 
an accumulation of deadly parasites. He had found them inside Oe ae a Roe Ee IN A FEW 
the bodies of dead bees.” he last sentence gives our view as far Brine Ray A. Gktrencay 
as could be ascertained by the naked eye. A microscope would Tun question: «Do bees winter better crowded on a few combs, - 
have revealed the true cause. The next time our beesare similarly Seana hive Pchould bh a anethe ag 2 B 
ffected we will make a more scientific examination.—Beehkeepers’ | 0%’ ®moomy Diver s e answered in the affirmative. Bees a C winter better on afew combs than many. Where they spread out Magazine. m™ ROVEMENT OF BEES all over the hive they largely lose the effect of the animal heat 

P. % ¥ A upon one another; small groups in the extreme part of the hive ~ ‘We want the best bees the world contains! Whatever is worth . : Z x :, ee A are lost the first cold night that the mercury sinks 10 deg. below doing at all is worth doing well. And as this is an age of improve- face herasis ine! settled’ rule ea: te ie: oat ace bar of 
ment, and as the march of improvement has invaded the homes g. s he ate 4 fe frames that a colony of bees should have when put into winter of the bees, let us carry improvement to the uttermost praciical Th fi f i) 5 iz 

: - limits. America beats the world in improved hives, and we can Suerte: © number must vary in proportion to the size of the 
hank th dint pa Hees " colony. In a small or medium sized nucleus, three frames of 
ee LNG WOE i ODEON a eA the di in dif t honey hung in the centre of a standard hive, one inch between 
Every careful eee has observ = a eee Be th ‘erent | the combs, allowing the bees to cluster on the centre combs, and — 

stocks of bees. They may be in the same kind of hives, in the same | +) 6, placed in a good warm cellar with a temperature of 45 or 50 
yard, drawn across the same fields or forests, and be in equally deg., success is almost certain. No cushion is ever needed in a good condition to start with, and yet one will far outstrip the good Gellar; Small. colonies noid have a warmer temperature 

other in the production of bees and honey, and though the queens than large ones. A few frames should never be placed in a cor- may be equally prolific, and the colonies continue, equally strong, respondingly small hive, just large enough to hold the frames. 

ope a gather erie pens sion anehes qos of Bot only true) phe vapour arising from the bees, that should condense remotely 
o a EyeM Es Gate tnils 2 Now it ay oh heredity a on the outer walls of the hive, is confined among the bees, unless 

there is a tendency to perpetuate accidental” variations. An Te and cushions ave necessary only to correct blunders 

unprolific queen may produce a prolific daughter,* but a prolific) “7, aa ortion as bees live through the winter in a dam ld one is more likely to do so, And a queen raised from a stock hive u P . sal ena a De : * : é 3 , dysentery and spring dwindling is.a legitimate result. I deficient in working capacity may produce good bees, but she is have 100 firie-tasted queens for early soning use b, ith 
less likely to do so than one coming from an industrious and a oy BREN Use ces aud cen eaereenes ead on from tors to ie frames, une in ne Soe of a standard 

= oa ®, ive, and in winter quarters, and resul i 
_ ~hese things being true} we see that there is an opportunity to heretofore, isang! Uneran Ba % a he tio dent). aa 
improve our bees,and to improve them greatly, whether our bees 
be black or Italians. 

To make improvement we must breed only from the best. REPLY TO ABOVE. 
That we may do this we must familiarise ourselves with bees. We . By RB. M. Argo. 
must observe and study their peculiarities, and determine the | Tu above question will only admit of a conditional answer. If 
comparative merits of each; and having determined what ones | the question had been ‘“ Will bees winter better in small than 
possess the most desirable qualities, breed from them alone. large hives?’ from twenty years’ experience I would say that they 
Iam an admirer of Italian bees, preferring those whose bands | will winter better in small hives. An average colony of bees 

are a brownish red to the lighter yellow, and I would take them | crowded ona few combs with sealed honey on the top and ends of 
as the basis of improvement. each comb, with the brood-nest, or lower part of the centre of the 

Ihave been among sceptics (sic.) in regard to fertilisation in | frames, empty, and with winter passages cut through each comb, 
confinement, until since I have seen what Professor Hasbrouk | will winter far better than in a large and roomy hive; but, if the 
has written about it ; but now I am sanguine of success, and with | large and roomy hive should be very tight, admitting of no upward 
success in that direction assured, as I believe it is, the road to the | ventilation, and filled with coms at least three years old, with 
indefinite improvement of our stock is open to us. When we have | sealed honey, and the lower part where the bees cluster should be 
two or more stocks possessing specially desirable qualities we can | empty, and sufliciently so for a large cluster, they will winter about 
raise queens from them, and haye the queens from each one | as wellas in asmall hive. The hive being full of sealed honey 
fertilised by drones from the other. In this way we may get | above and around, the cluster will form what is almost equal to 
better ones than either of the old stocks, and thus, step by step, | dead-air spaces. If crowded on a few combs in a large hive with 
we may develope the qualities we desire, until our bees will be | open space either at the side or above, they will hardly winter at 
the best in the world. all; but if these few combs with the above conditions are placed 

‘We will always find among our bees some that are not | in the centre of a large hive, with a partition board at each side 
sufficiently productive. These should be weeded out by removing | and a cloth spread over the top of the frames, and the empty space 
the queens and giving them better ones. In raising queens | onthe sides and above filled with dry straw, fine hay or chaff, they 
artificially we will get some as good as those that are raised | cannot be wintered better, either in cellar or on their summer 
naturally ; but we are likely to get some inferior ones. The| stands. This is equal to wintering ina straw hive, and I have 
colonies may not be in as good condition for raising queens as | found it to excel packing the hives in straw on their winter stands. 
when they are preparing to swarm, and the embryo queens may | I must be understood as speaking of wintering on summer stands, 
not be sufficiently nourished for a robust development, and then | as I have never tried cellar wintering. 
some of those started later than the rest are sure to be neglected | _I have successfully wintered four colonies for the past eight or 
and stunted in their growth. If we secure the best results we| nine years in a large double-floored and double-walled box two 
must raise good queens and keep no others. fect deep, the top being also double walled. These colonies remain 
Tam not sure but that it may be judicious for some one to | there the year round, and I wish I had my whole apiary in such 

experiment by endeavouring to combine the good qualities of | boxes. 
different races of bees, and thus to forma new variety. I think it| | “Will the natives or the Italians winter the best without protec- 
evident that the Italian bees, as we get them, are a somewhat | tion or feeding in the fall ?” 
mixed race. Their variations prove that-pretty conclusively. And| This question was answered emphatically in favour of the 
it may be that by further crossing and breeding only from the | Italians in 1868, the worst honey year I ever experienced except 
best very desirable results may be obtained. I have had many | thepresent. Now, I wish all to take an impartial survey during the 
colonies of mixed bees that were larger} than pure Italians I have | coming winter, and report at the next meeting. From a close inspec- 
ever had. I do not pretend to account for the increased size over | tion of bees in my neighbourhood during the last six weeks, I predict 
either of the present stocks, but I know the facts to be as above | that where no feeding was done nonatives will be alive in April. As ee 
stated. And these bees were not only larger in size, but they were | my neighbours are not feeding their bees I anticipate a splendid 

* Query. a — | Opportunity for rearing pure queens next season with no native 
+ Is not the anthor taking teo much for granted ? drones within ten miles. I purchased four colonies of black bees 
T Query; The colonies or the individual bees were larger ? Jast season and Italianised three, forgetting one, and that one had
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not a pound of honey a month ago, I united the bees with an | remoyal when desired in the spring), the whole covered by a 
Ttalian colony. I had forty-one colonies at home, and fourteen in | cap having holes one and a-half to two inches in diameter cut upon 

; the country, which I have reduced to fifty-four as put up for | opposite sides, and covered with wire-cloth to exclude the vermin. 
- winter. I had to feed about half of them; those that needed | These holes allow free evaporation, without a circulation of air up 

none were generally the purest colonies.. Some years the blacks | through the mass of bees from below. ‘The principle eliminated 
will do as well as the Italians, and by being assisted will winter | is that the moisture exhaled by the bees is absorbed and radiated 
better; hut such years as this is the time to make a fair test.— | by the chaff or other packing, but the heat is retained owing to 
Lid, ——— a non-conducting material used. The carbonic gases and the 

exhalations of the bees, being heavier than air, flow out from the - 
WINTERING BEES ON THE SUMMER STAND. entrance below, and is replaced by pure atmosphere. 

By A. E. Wenzeu. Thus from the foregoing we deduce the following conclusions :— 
We should ever feel under obligation to do our utmost as pro-| 4st, We should not rob bees too close at times when they have 
gressive beekeepers, to advance our mutual interests, as in all] no chance to replace it. 
other relations of life ; the result of such unselfish labour to be | 9nq. Do not bore holes through the combs for the bees, but let 
determined by the public, whose interests are intended to be sub-| them have a passage in winter over the top-bars or frames, 
served. I infer that it is not anyone’s intention to confine | protected by anon-conductor of heat, but to be no less an evaporator 
remarks to any particular subject, but to have each respective | 6¢ moisture. 

branch of the apiarian industry, as one chooses to select, brought | gr’ Only during warm weather in winter clear the entrances, 
out for its fuller development. If so, I shall choose for my subject) which may have acon partially or wholly closed by snow, ice, 
the oft-repeated theme, “ Wintering Bees upon the Summer | 6» goad bees. 2 

Stand,” which subject, though threadbare, is still unintelligible to | 4th. Let the bees choose their own time for purifying flights, 
many. Assuming that much has been said, too much has been | and, if snow covers the ground, sprinkle with a little straw, chai, 
interpolated that has no bearing directly upon the vital point at'| oy anything of that nature, to afford the hees a better opportunity 
issue. The errors haye been errors of commission rather than of | ¢o yise again than from the snow. 

_ omission, by generalising upon the whole system, instead of con-| 5th. Otherwise, let the bees “severely alone ;” but see to it that 
' fining a subject to special treatment, and which, otherwise, might | no loose, clattering boards or covers of hives can molest or annoy 

often deservedly be rebuked by saying thereof, “It’s talked to | the bees by jarring the hives in stormy weather, when the bees avo 
death.” te fi enjoying their wonted winter repose. 
_ To winter bees successfully, it is of prime necessity that they be T will sum up by recapitulation: For wintering ;— 
in proper condition in the fall, like other stock. ist. Have everything done in its proper season. 

To winter bees at all, we must assume their condition as favour- 2nd. Do not do too much; but do that little well, and diseasa 
able to be operated upon ; their position and location to be assumed | will be unknown.—Ibid. ? 
also as the best (or should ve gape so), as suited to one’s necessity 
and convenience; plenty of honey in the hives; bees numerous, : 
which indicates - prolific queen. Their dwindling at times is, HOW TO PLACE SECTIONS ON THE HIVE. 

; unfortunately, caused by extraneous conditions, which may be _ By vue Rev. O. Cnurz. 
assigned to unseasonable molestation and sudden unfavourable | Witnour denying that, under some circumstances, other recep- 
changes in the weather. tacles for comb honey may be serviceable and desirable, I think it 

Some people would overdo their packing or “stuffing ;” stuff | is generally conceded that the prize section is best adapted for the 
everything full where empty space allows, on the top, sides, and | markets of the larger cities. It is probable that before many years 
bottom—their limit to the same being restricted only by the | have passed nearly all the comb honey that goes to market willbe 
amount of lumber at their disposal. Too much packing over the | Stored in this or a very similar section. The method of putting 
frames, without vent, absorbs and retains the moisture exhaled | the sections on the hives isa subject of a good deal of practical 
from the bees, while below the moisture is frequently drawn in| importance. There are three methods in somewhat wide use. 
from without by capillary attraction, which moisture in either Those who use a honey-board over the frames often arrange 
ease has a tendency to decompose the saturated packing, thereby | and fasten the sections side by side, until they make a long box, 
rendering it unfit for the purposes designed, if it does not other- | Glass the open ends of this box, and place it on the honey-board, 
wise become solid by frost, in which state it becomes an element of | just in the way in which the old 5 Ib. boxes are put on. For 

cold. those who use a,honey-board this method will answer, but for the 
Another fruitful error (one which is a crime of commission) is | large number who reject the honey-board it will not do. 

the robbing of the bees of their necessary winter stores, thereby | Another method advocated by some excellent beekeepers and. 
putting them to the necessity of seeing how little they can winter | used somewhat extensively is to put the sections in cases or 
upon, and consigning them to certain starvation in case of a back- | holders, and to hang the cases in a super, just as a frame is hung 
ward spring. ina hive. The super, filled with these cases of sections, is set on 

Even molesting combs late in the season, for the purposes of | the hive, bringing the cases immediately over the brood-chamber, 
examination or for perforating holes through the same for winter | with only a quarter of an inch space between. At first this seems 
passage-ways to their stores, I esteem as a fruitful source of | to be an_excellent way. It iteasy to arrange the sections in the 
disease, by the brood becoming chilled by exposure, and frequently | cases, to hang the cases in the super, and to set the super on the 
disturbing otherwise the normal condition of things by breaking | hive. Allis done ina few minutes, and everything is snug and 
joints and combs, for which the bees have no redress, it being too | tight. But from my own experience I am led to think there are 
unseasonable for them to make repairs; besides, it sometimes | two strong objections to this method. 
induces robbing; thereby also causing decimation. First, it is not possible to examine easily how work is progress- 

A hive properly packed over the brood chamber I esteem as | ing in the sections. It is important for the beekeeper to know 
the only essential to safe wintering on the summer stands. this, and he needs to make frequent examinations. By this method 
When the side of the hive permits of a space by double walls | of placing sections such examinations are difficult. Take off the 

(not particularly in feet nor inches, as any practical small-air | lid of the super, and you have only the tops of the cases to look 
space that will allow of circulation of air would appear beneficial) | down upon. You attempt to lift out one of these cases, but find 
I claim from my own long experience, formerly with the common | that it is not easy work. If the cases have been shoved close 

: box hive, and more recently with the American frame hive, treated | together—as they ought to be—it is very probable that the bees 
as I recommend, that side packing is not really essential. have glued themselves together, so that they must be prised apart. 

The new comb-honey racks of the period are an excellent arrange- | Not unfrequently the bees have fastened the bottom bar of the case 
ment for properly packing above the bees; to wit, after removing | to the tops of the frames beneath it, so that there is a still greater 
the section boxes insert wire-cloth in their place above, and on | difficulty in removing it. Hence, by the time you have lifted out 
the bottom of the rack. If such racks be not used, then by sticks | a case of sections you have pretty thoroughly roused the bees and 
elevate the wire-cloth enough to allow a passage for the bees | spent a good many minutes of valuable time. This difficulty of 
underneath it, upon the brood frames (a temporary frame surround- | examining the sections when hung in cases would, with me, bea 
ing the wire-cloth); then cover with a piece of common muslin, | sufficient reason for rejecting this method. 
say two feet square, upon which chaff, buckwheat hulls, wheat But, secondly, there is another objection equally strong. When 
bran or sawdust, to the depth of two anda half or three inches | you have lifted out your case of sections and find some of the 
(with the edges of the muslin projecting over the top to facilitate | sections filled and sealed, you want to remove these and replace
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them with new ones. As soon, now, as you attempt to remove | curious to see whether by simple chance our two children do not, 
these filled ones, you disturb others only partly filled, and | resemble each other in all points. 
you find yourself in the midst of a difficult and perplexing Itis natural that I should imagine my invention to possess‘all 
job, which requires more time and patience than it is profit- | sorts of good qualities. I will give a few of the advantages ;— 
able to bestow. Speaking for myself, and from my own 1. In operating like Bentz I obtain, as he does, a triple harvest, 
experience, I am sure that this method of placing sections in 2. Like him, I can suppress swarming. 
cases and hanging the cases in supers is not the best method. 8. I employ frames exactly like those already in use, which 
If I were a prophet I would hazard the prediction that in a| enables me to utilise material already to hand, and makes an 
few years it will be entirely given up, except when a small | exchange with other hives possible. 
amount of comb honey is desired from the brood-chamber. In (The writer mentions several other advantages.) 
this case there seems no better method than to hang the sections Now for objections :— _ 
by the side of the brood combs. : A. Why do you divide your hive? Because— 

The third method of placing the sections is to have a rack made 1. Wishing to raise the super in one piece, I have no need to 
for holding them, which sits closely over the tops of the frames, take each frame out separately, and the operation thus is done 
and holds the sections firmly in place, but by the removal of a quickly and without smoke. 
wedge allows the sections to be easily moved, and the filled ones 2. [have no necessity to have any intermediary piece for each fs 
to be taken out and replaced by others. By this method, when hive. In ten colonies five should furnish swarms and five 
the sections are once in place in the rack, and the end sections in gather honey. In the next year the first five will gather and 
each row glassed, the rack can be instantly set over the frames, the others swarm. 
and there are then as many tight compartments for surplus honey B. You leave an empty space between the frames of the upper 
as there are rows of sections, and these compartments come | and lower hive? Yes, two to three millimetres. This space is 
immediately above the brood. The progress of work can easily be | sufficient to prevent the bees from propolising. Even were they to 
known by lifting off the cap or super, and each section is easily | propolise, it would be very easy to detach the frames, especially in 
reached and removed. This method seems to me far preferable | summer, when the heat of the hives makes the propolis almost s 
to either of the others. liquid. 

The sections should always come so close to the top bars of the C. Your upper hive will become full of brood! No. These few 
frames beneath them as to leave only a passage-way for the bees | millimetres of which we have spokenare sufficient by themselves 
between, as this tends to prevent the building of bits of comb | to prevent the entrance of the queen for several days; besides, we 
between the frames and sections, and the bees will enter the | have the distance of an empty frame that she must first pass over. 
sections more readily when thus close. The fact that there is an | Now the work commences above, and we are in the middle of the 
entrance to the sections at both sides of every one of them, except | honey harvest. So soon as the comb isefinished it will be filled 
the end ones in each row, has a marked influence to lead the bees | with honey. By the time it touches the lower stage, and offers a 
to enter them and go to work.—Rural New Yorker. bridge to the queen, it will be too late; all the cells will be already 

wae occupied; This objection an have no force unless I filled my hive 
THE HIVE IN THREE MOVEABLE COMPARTMENTS, | with ready-made combs, which would be absurd.—Alsace-Lorraine 

Tum idea of moveable compartments is by no means new. Even | Bienenzuchter. 
in 1763 Lapoutre made a hive in three pieces, which, said he, ought arta 
to have the dimensions so well-proportioned that they represent, LE JARDIN D’ACCLIMATATION AT PARIS. 
as closely as possible the form of a simple hive. Since then many | Onz of the most interesting sights of Paris is, without doubt, the 
inventors have set to work to divide or multiply these pieces, and | Zoological Gardens, in the Bois de Boulogne. It was founded, in 
to place them in every conceivable position—above, below, on the | 1858, by the Acclimatisation Society to introduce into France 
sides, before, behind. Allthese systems seem equally good, but all | different species of animals and plants, useful or ornamental, tame 
are open to two objections— or wild, natives of foreign lands. 

1, The bees can only enter with difficulty these superadded spaces. The visitor sees in the grounds greenhouses, winter-houses, open- 
2. The work done there at the outset is only done with disap- | air gardens where the choicest of the more hardy exotics are 

pointing slowness. grown, an aquarium, poultry yards, menageries, cow-houses, 
To attract the bees from the commencement, and to force them | aviaries where the most beautiful feathered birds, from all parts 

to immediately set to work to build, is a double problem that has | of the world, are exhibited, besides kiosques, a concert-hall, a 
caused much deeper attention to be given to these insects. restaurant, a lecture-room, &c. In a word, this is the most 

Place a frame, either empty or furnished with artificial comb, | complete establishment of the kind in the world, and reflects well- 
into the middle of the brood chamber of a strong colony, the | merited credit on its founders, but principally on its energetic 
building will become finished at the end of a fewjdays, for the bees | manager, M. A. Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire. The Jardin d’Accli- 
instinctively will tolerate no empty space. matation, occupying a space of twenty hectares, is one of 

Ido not wish to find out the inventor of the first hive made on | the favourite walks of the fashionable Parisian. But it is 
these conditions, but it is incontestable that the new methods of | frequently not only as a place of amusement, but is sought by _ 
improvement were not made known to the public till the publica- | many students, who find there much instruction and intelligent 
tion of the Bienenrentmeister by Bentz, and the explanations made | recreation, and as a “school” it deserves and obtains the highest 
by the same author at the Congress of Swiss Apiculturists held at | credit from French as well as foreign visitors. 
Fribourg in 1877. Thanks to the energy of its director, the establishment boasts, 

Bentz isa fixist. His hiveis made in two compartments of | since the summer of 1878, of an apiary and an apistical school. In 
unequal size; that is to say, the hive proper and an upper hive. | an enclosure every way suitable are a dozen hives on stands. Six 4 
This latter, of smaller dimensions, rests on a plank pierced with a | of these are constructed on the moveable comb principle. In the 
hole in the centre, and the plank itself rests on the body of the | centre is an observatory hive. This enclosure, with its hives, serves 
hive. When these two hivesare furnished and the queen lays eggs | asa field of lecture to Mdme. Jarrié, a lady well known as anaccom- 
in the lower one, Bentz raises the upper and inserts a wooden | plished anthority on bee matters, and who conducts a class twice a_ 
compartment. It is marvellous, say the experimenters, to see | week. In one part of the enclosure isa covered room, serving as a : 
this space so quickly filled. The operation can be renewed several | sheltered spot for the students in time of wet weather. Giving 
times in good years with great increase of profit. from this room are too smaller chambers, the one being 

Bentz’s pamphlet gives much hope theoretically for a harvest | used as an office, the other as a show-room for apistical imple- 
seven times as great as one can ordinarily expect. Practice has | ments and tools. In the office is a library containing all the 
reduced this exaggeration to three, and that is not bad. better-known booksand periodicals—French and foreign—connected. 

Can this method be made applicable to bar-frame hives ? with bee matters. Different systems of hives are there shown, 
M. Ritter, of Berne, adapted the Burcki hive to this method, | besides honey extractors, wax presses and melters, honey knives, 

and that was fifteen years before the publication of Bentz. But | honey packages of all sizes, fancies, and shapes; in a word, every- 
his hive had the fault of being in one piece, but in three stories, | thing is complete. 
and in the use of frames of different sizes. 1 have just read in the I had the good fortune to be allowed to assist at one of Mdme. 
Pfalzer Bienenzucht that M. Braun has just constructed a hive in | Jarrié’s lectures. In the course of it Mdme. Jarrié took one of the 
moveable compartments. I also have a hive in moveable com- | hivesand fearlessly showed comb after comb, exhibiting the queen 

“partments. But as this journal enters into no details, it would be | to her audience, and pointing out the brood, honey, bees, &e,
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Those unacquainted with the subject were more than astonished to | cells the bees seal it over with wax to keep it from the influence of 
see a lady, without veil, gloves, or other protection handle so con- | the air and to prevent fermentation. 
greed ol es aa danger, ee povered with bees. i ane Honey of pee bes ae aroma oF perfumed flowers : it loses 

yur beekeepers, lame,” said a countryman, “are muc! is and takes the e of wax, pollen, and propolis when it is 
ay timid. They oe Paps rey from head to foot before they crue as eee People ae foolish cae ia extract. it by 
lare commence operations on their bees. melting honey and comb together. 
“Always move gently and without hurry,” replied Madame Exposed Ete strong hee it becomes of bad quality, and the 

Jarrié, ‘and your bees will not become frightened, and will conse- | greater the compression of the combs the more impurities of wax 
quently do no harm.” and pollen will the honey contain. The only way to get really fine 

During the whole of the lecture not one of those present was | virgin honey of aromatic flavour and without impurity is by means 
stung by a bee. Ea te ‘= of the extractor. The honey that remains in a largely-populated 

I can only congratulate the Acclimatisation Society on the | colony in the winter loses its quality. 
“happy thought” which induced them to introduce a school of HONEY OF MANNA, 
apiculture into their establishment, aiding by this meansthegreat | Certain vegetables exude also sweet liquids of which the beesare 
extension of a practice so interesting and so profitable in the | extremely fond. Of these we may mention the leaves of the lime, 
beautiful country of France, rich alike in flowers and honey.—M. | the willow, the oak, the larch, the fir, &c.; the stalks of certain 
DENNLER.—1bid. herbaceous plants, such as the vetch and others. ‘The honey which 

ed the bees gather from these different sources is not so valuable as 
a RE ECU NDS FROM ONE eyes HE he a arenes from the nectar of flowers, although it is preferable 

‘ou have already made known in your journal tha‘ 0 eath honey. 
livres of honey in 1878, ninety livres of this-coming from one hive. PLANT-LOUSE HONEY. 

«What a whopper !’’ say some of your readers. Nevertheless, In summer there are some plants which are literally covered 
it is true. A friend of mine, from Strasbourg, was present when | withlice, the sweet excrement of which is greedily seized by the bees. 

Be theg wid cece of eve tienes | ule detive onribment hom in winter me vey ane © 3 a in | who derive nourishment from it in winter are very liable 
June. Poaining it in ee I found ihe Ne still held ae dysentery ; it is better to sell this honey and feed then sath sugar. 
livres of food. uring the six years that I have been occupied in SUGAR HONEY. 
bee culture I have often taken fifty livres of honey from one colony. This.is a sort of honey given to the bees as artificial food, or the 
My hives contain twenty-four frames a little larger than those of | bees may obtain it when they are placed near refineries or con- 
the Alsatian hive. é fectioneries. It has no perfume, but this difficulty is generally 
eo a e Beye aes Ee haye fot taken two sellogranimes cyeeme sy ae yt japon tere honey, which is often of too 

-5 Ibs.) of wax ; is to say, I always preserve my combs. | strong a flavour.—C. Zwiniine.—Ibid. 
Each spring I have nearly two hundred empty combs that I give os 
to my colonies when honey is abundant in the fields. While other 
apiarists are trying to get their bees to ‘build comb, mine are fill- Tathedack naib cous HOUN: oe N. tes : 

ing them fast with honey. I make a point of never having any myUh Jest mum Der OL Our JO Mma eels ren aes eau a come 
- Seas : of articles, in which he shows the great and incontestable adyan- 

but pea pepeleted. hives. With this view I unite all weak stocks, 1s f th 1 tof artificial 5 Gai 1f mad 

I keep my hives supplied with young queens (half-bred Italians, rons © Op Oy mien, Cr OE Cn ome, re 
a 5 z t use of these sheets for fifteen years, I can confirm all that has been which I think are best suited to our climate, and are more pro- y j 4 ree P said by the learned author. 

ductive than pure Italians or Carniolians), and I prevent Gonseunine ti e-ving tho aidets an the 2 

undue swarming by giving my bees twenty-four frames, and by ons ee ne _Prooss® oe ae 2 Face = aie tI hae . 
clipping the wing of each queen as she begins to lay. This clipping Dade b ek eee ae. SaaRER me hee me Tic aoe 

does no harm whatever, but has the advantage of enabling the ee x 3p ‘it : eee nS P ‘de aH 6 B00. ti See Yh oOM 
apiarist to tell more quickly and easily when a new queen has pow oat ay ben te, consde sore: eee ee 

* ‘ : Gallois, who exhibited a large number of specimens of comb 
deposed the old, and it prevents the latter from swarming out so fe < : 

: . obtained by his method at Haguenau, which seemed to me to leave 
long as she is not, so to speak, thrown out of the hive. ihiteite ene désited. se thi it 'd adenine shorn 

Notwithstanding this large harvest from one of my hives, and | °?™ns i te a a 4 T 8 Bb BY.) ‘IL aE Hae 2 
some sixty livres of honey that I took from two others, I consider | Proresst) *0 DE equally 0002 2 etn sure Yon WE Pe ee eee 
1878 as having been a bad year, for in previous years I have often that without any hesitation I give my preference to the method 
Per epo dives from ang Nagy P a , adopted by M. Blatt, of Rheinfelden, Switzerland, a method that I 

I always renew, as it were, my old combs without quite destroy- nae pay my eel talons foc manyayenss TED uch aoe 

ing them. I cut off the honey cells from each side, leaving merely ae tof lo ou d Deeg nts iB OEY. ae ch hae dete % 

the cell foundation in the middle. When I give them to the bees pectaet De ee eo eee eee eee eee eC trae ae 

HUY ee EO ee Strasbo pee tig es. ponsess an ex-taptar: T have shown this process at Colmar, at the Conference held in 

: x 2 2 : the garden of the Normal School, and M. Duck was most anxious 
to repeat it at Hagenau in the presence of the apiculturists who 

DIFFERENT SORTS OF HONEY. met there in general assembly last September. Dr. Reisser has 

NECTAR. also mentioned this process while speaking with much apprecia- 

Amone the various substances from which bees naturally | tion of the divers guns used for xing the shorts, and cams: 

gather honey and sweets to transform into honey, the first | He made one mistake, however. We have no need of any consoli- 

first place must be given to the nectar of flowers. This is a sweet dation, for if once the wax is pressed against the two ee and 

juice, clear, of a little greater density than water, which the | spread the whole length, and is the same thickness as the groove 

nectaries of the flowers secrete during the time of fine, somewhat | in the frame, the sheet cannot slip, notwithstanding the greatest 

humid weather. A continuance of rain and of dry north winds | possible weight of bees The bees themselves at once set to work 

stop for the time, and frequently altogether, this secretion. A | to make everything right. 
hundred parts of nectar contain twenty-three of sugary matter and As to the objection made by Dr. Reisser, who supposes that one 

sixteen of water. When it is transformed into honey, it contains | would be obliged to replace a very old comb by a new aoe ae 

but eight per cent. of honey. Part of this water is thrown out by | is no objection at all. It is only necessary to me It a little of the 

the bees before they return to the hive. As a proof of this, it is} wax of the sheet to enable us very easily to place it in the groove 

only necessary to walk to some little distance in the line of the bee | of the frame. uke replacement of a sheet would nee very peldor 

flight on a day when honey is abundant, and a fine rain can be | necessary, for when the cells constructed on it have been used for 

eercer cau This is caused. oy the legions of bees throwing out the | many cain for brood, and have become black, it will suffice to erase 

superabundance of water as they return from the fields. the cells and leave the foundation as it was. 3 

‘The chemical transformation of honey into wax takes place in| . Two other makers have furnished me with comb foundation. 

the digestive organs of the insect. It is by the action of acids on | The sheets of the former are a little more cepeneie: but, on pie 

the sugars that this transformation happens. The remainder of | other hand, the wax is whiter and the shape of the cells stands ou 

the excess of water evaporates spontaneously in the cells through | in better relief. 
the access of air, as well as by the heat which the bees produce in| The manufacture of the second has given me results no less 

the hive, As soon as the honey is sufficiently condensed in the satisfactory. The size of the cells in the one is much larger than
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divisions, if thought necessary, especially on the side with two | the care and attention of the beekeeper; but I know, from 
openings. Yet I have never taken this precaution, nor have 1 | careful observation, that it is a matter that does not obtain a 
been troubled much by losing queens. ‘hey have almost | quarter of the attention in England that it deserves. The ‘ 
invariably entered their own apartments when returning from | Americans are most careful in this thing, and every, or almost 
their wedding tour. These hives I use to keep queens | every, apiarist there has several of these nucleus hives. I 
during this summer. Except the apiarist engages in| myself think the matter so important that I give the whole of 
queen rearing extensively as a business, I doubt the propriety | this paper to the subject, and I make no apology for taking 

: of building such special nucleus hives. The usual hives are good | nearly all I have said from Mr. Cook’s Manual, for I find 
property to have in an apiary, will soon be needed, and may be | that our own authorities on bee-culture almost ignore the 
economically used for all nuclei. In spring I make use of my | nucleus hive and its many uses. ‘lo any man of sense the 
hives, which are prepared for prospective summer use, for my | importance of a nucleus hive must be apparent, and it would 
nuclei. Now, go to different hives of the apiary and take out | be merely waste of time for me to enumerate the many 
three frames for each nucleus, at least one of which has brood | occasions, unforeseen and otherwise, when it is found 
and so on, till there are as many nuclei prepared as you have | advantageous to have a queen or two in reserve, besides the 
queen cells to dispose of. The bees should be left adhering to | profit that may be made by the apiarist by the sale of queen 
the frames of the comb, only we must be certain that the queen | bees alone. 
is not among them, as this would take the queen from where she Once more to revert to Professor Cook, who seems to think z 
is most needed, and would lead to the sure destruction of one | as much of the importance of this question asI do myself: “I 
queen cell. To be sure of this, never take such frames till you | cannot over-estimate the advantage of ever having extra queens. 
have seen the queen ” (see Foreign Notes in present number for | T'o secure pure mating later, we must cut all drone-comb from 
Professor Hasbrouk’s plan for marking a queen), “that you | inferior colonies, so that they shall rear no drones. If drone 
may be swre she is left behind. I usually shake off into the | larve are in uncapped cells they may be killed by sprinkling 
nucleus the bees from one or two more frames, so that, even | the comb with cold water. By giving the jet of water some 
after the old bees have returned, there will still be a sufficient | force, they may be washed out, or we may throw them ont with 
number of young bees left in the nuclei to keep the tempera- | the extractor, then use the comb for starters in our sections. 
ture at a proper height. If any desire the nuclei with smaller | By keeping empty frames and empty cells in the nuclei the 
frames, these frames must, of course, be filled with comb, and | bees may be kept active. Yet with so few bees one canhot 
then we can shake bees immediately into the nuclei till they | expect very much from the nuclei. After cutting all the queen 
‘have sufficient to preserve a proper temperature. In this case | cells from our old hive we can again insert eggs, as above 
the queen cell should be inserted just before the bees are | suggested, and obtain another lot of cells; or, if we have a 
added ; in the other case, either before or after. Such special | sufficient number, we can leave a single queen cell, and this 
articles about the apiary are costly and inconvenient. I | colony will soon be the happy possessor of a queen, and just 
believe that I should use hives eyen with the largest frames | as flourishing as if the even tenour of its ways had not been 
for nuclei.” I find, on inquiry at several of our larger English | disturbed.” _ ; 
apiaries, that these large frames are used, and used with great The Americans are @ go-a-head race, and any reader of their 

» advantage, much use being made of the division board. Indeed, | bee literature will know what importance they are now giving 
Imay safely say that in only two cases have I heard of special | to queen rearing, and how fierce is the contest about American- 
nucleus hives being in use. ‘To resume Professor Cook’s des- | bred Italians, 
cription:—‘“In this case we should need to give more (To be continued in our next.) 
bees (i.e., for the sake of greater warmth). ‘To insert the mm 
queen cell—for we are now to give one to each nucleus, so that FRANCOIS HUBER. 
we can never form more nuclei than we have capped queen ee, 
cells—we must first cut them out,commencing to cut on either | Typ following memoir is taken from Volume 38 of the 
side of the base of the cell, at least one half inch distant, we | « Naturalist’s Library :’?— 
must not in the least compress the cell, then cutting up and ont 3 z * 
for two inches, then across opposite the cell.” .Inother words,| _ The naturalist whose researchesehave been specially 
cus out a triangle piece of comb, the lowest angle and point being | directed to the instinct and operations of the domestic honey- 
the queen cell. Cut, also, from the comb where the new queen | pee will be strongly disposed to regard the subject of this 
cell is to be inserted a triangle somewhat larger, and place the . in head of as . ahi 
comb with the royal cell in its new abode. To avoid compres- | ™°™M0lF a8 au the very head of aplarian science, and his 
sion cnt away from the lowest angle of the comb enough space | writings as forming the safest and most useful text-book. 

to eine nee nee we ee ee pote Hate an adeh @| Multitudes have written on this interesting department 
way al e Ce itse. 1s not touches y an, 0 ie sur- a 

rounding comb. ‘The bees will right ane bine that may be of Natural History, and have added ere oa less to Cue 
wanted. “After all the nuclei have received their cells and | Knowledge of what has been a subject of investigation for 
peers Hey tae ony, to be set in a pany piece end watched to ages. But none, either in ancient or modern times, have 
see that sufficient bees remain.” ‘or the skilful apiarist wi . * = 
know that bees have a great knack of returning to their eee ce en eo eee ees 
original stock, a dispensation of Providence that has more | 20FS0 much patient perseverance and accuracy of experi- 
advantages than disadvantages, like all other dispensations of | ment, even admitting some errors of minor importance 
Providence. “ Should too many bees leave, give them more | detected by succeeding observers. His success in discovery, 
by removing the cover and shaking a frame loaded with them P : z ; 2 

_ over the nucleus; keep the opening nearly closed, and cover notwithstanding the singular difficulty he had to struggle 
the bees with a quilt. The main caution in all this is to be sure | with, was proportioned to his intelligence and acuteness ; 
not to get cele queen in a ene In two or three days the |.and_ this difficulty arose, not from what some of his 
queens will hatch, and in a week longer will have become « . * * + 
fertilised, and that, too, in case pete first queens, by advocates have, a their zeal ee his defence against the 
selected drones, for as yet there are no other in the apiary, and | sneers of the sceptical, termed “‘imperfect vision,” but from 
the apiarist will possess from ten to thirty-five queens, which | total blindness. For, from the period when he first applied 
will prove his best stock in trade.” * g . ; < 

f : e . | himself in good earnest to investigate the nature of his 
Oar Editor tells me that he could not possibly find time this| _. ‘ 1 : 

month to overlook my MS., and that I must, therefore, be most | Winged favourites, external nature presented to his eyes one 
careful in my remarks. Ithink that this formation of nucleus | universal blank— 4 
hives is one of the most important affairs that should command So thick a drop serene had quenched their orbs,
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It is not, therefore, without reason that his friend and | they had been effected. Huber, however, had taken great 
eulogist, De Candolle,* asserts that “ nothing of anyimport- | pains in cultivating the naturally acute mind of the young 
ance has been added to the history of bees since his time; | man in directing his researches and accustoming him to 
and naturalists of unimpaired vision have nothing of con- | rigorous accuracy in his observations. And the fact that 
sequence to subjoin to the observations of a brother who | a glimmering of many of the discoveries reported by the 
was deprived of sight.” assistant to his master had presented themselyes to the 

Frangois Huber was born at Geneva on the 2nd. July, | minds of Linneeus, Réaumur, and other preceding observers, 
1750. His father possessed a decided taste for subjects of | should go far satisfy us that they were not brought forward 
natural science ; the son inherited the taste of his father ; | merely to support a preconceived theory (of which it is 
and, even in his boyish days, pursued his favourite studies | probable Burnens had no idea), nor owed their ori gin toa 
with such intense ardour as materially to injure his health, | vivid and exuberant imagination. At a future period. 
and bring on that weakness in his visual organs which | Huber was deprived of the aid of this valuable coadjutor ; 
eventually ended in total blindness. His attention had | but the loss was more than com pensated, and accuracy in. 
been led to what became his favourite, indeed his sole and | experiment and observation, if possible, still more 
engrossing study, the habits and economy of the honey bee, | unquestionably secured by the assistance and. co-operation 
by his admiration of the writings of Réaumur, and, above | of his son, P. Huber, who has given so much delight to 
all, by his acquaintance with Bonnet, the illustrious author | the lovers of natural history by his “ Researches Concerning 
of “‘ Contemplation de la Nature,” who quickly discerned the | the Habits of Ants.” 
intelligence and penetration of his young friend, and who But, whatever hesitation may arise in our minds from 
kindly and strongly encouraged him in his peculiar | the fact of Huber’s discoveries not being the result of his 
researches. It is singular enough that these two dis-| personal observation, no doubt can reasonably remain as to 
tinguished naturalists and friends should both have | such of them as have been repeatedly confirmed and verified 
laboured under a similar personal defect, occasioned, too, | by subsequent observers. And this has actually taken place, 
by the same causes; for the same intenseness and minute- | and holds strictly true in regard to the most important of 
ness of observation which deprived Huber of sight alto-| them. His discoveries respecting the impregnation of the 
gether had brought on in Bonnet a weakness of vision | queen bee, the consequences of retarded impregnation, the 
which for a time threatened total blindness, and from which | power of converting a worker larva into a queen (a fact, 
he neyer fully recovered. though not originally discovered by Huber, yet, until his 

It will readily occur to everyone that the loss of sight | decisive experiments and illustrations, never entirely known 
in Huber must not only have presented a very serious | or credited), the origin of wax and the manner of its 
obstacle to the successful study of his favourite science, | elaboration, the nature of propolis, the mode of construct- 

but must have had the effect, also, of throwing considerable | ing the comb and the cells, and of ventilating or renovat- 
doubt on the accuracy of his experiments and the reality of | ing the vitiated atmosphere of the hives ; these, and a 
his discoveries. His most devoted admirers and most | variety of other particulars of inferior moment, have almost 
unhesitating followers in everything connected with the | all been repeatedly verified by succeeding observers, and 
economy of the bee are bound in candour to acknow- | many of them by the writer of this brief memoir. 

ledge that his observations, reported as they were at It is readily admitted that some of his experiments, 
second hand, and depending for their accuracy on | when repeated, have not been attended by the results which 
the intelligence and fidelity of a half-educated assistant, | hoe Jed us to expect; and some instances in the proceedings 
were, of themselves, not entitled to- be received without | of the bees stated as having been observed by him or his 
caution and distrust. Francis Burnens, his assistant, had, | assistant have mot yet been witnessed by succeeding 
no doubt, entered with enthusiasm into the pursuit, and | observers. But in some of these the error may haye been 
appears to have conducted the experiments not only with | in the repetition ; in others the result, even under circum- 
the most patient assiduity, but with great address and no stances apparently the same, may not always be uniform, 

small share of steadiness and courage, qualities indis-| for the instincts of bees is liable to modification 3 and in 
pensable in those who take liberties with the irratabile genus | some he doubtless may be, and probably is, mistaken. In 
apum. Still, Burnens was but an uncultivated peasant passing judgment, however, on his reported discoveries we . 
when he became Huber’s hired servant, and possessed none ought to keep in view that the author of them has thrown 
of those acquired accomplishments which serve to sharpen more light on this portion of natural history, and pursued 
the intellectual faculties, and fit the mind for observing and | 3; with a more assiduous and minute accuracy, than all the 
discriminating with correctness. It cannot reasonably other naturalists taken together who have turned their 

excite our wonder, therefore, that on the first appearance | attention to the same pursuits; and that, therefore, nothing 
of Huber’s observations, the literary, or rather the scientific | 1,54 of the direct evidence of our senses, the most rigid 
world, was somewhat startled, not only at the novelty of scrutiny, and the most minute correctness of detail in 
his discoveries, but also at the instrumentality by which experiment, can justify our denouncing his accuracy or 

Mae GM ere LAP, dn GaN, fo Hn inp | Crewing different» conclusions:. His) experiments: were 
PEALece Ns teeta ar Lap Contes the Eidinbunght soahty Atiad Uh elit the ‘auth, wid’ iy ee
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strictly logical as to afford all reasonable security against REMOVING BEE GLUE FROM THE HANDS. 
any very important error. By Dr. A. B. Masow. 

Huber’s “Nouvelles Observations sur les Abeilles,” | T was a good deal disappointed at not being able to attend the 
addressed in the form of letters to his friend Bonnet, penal meeting of ae Michigan one pee ene Association, 

a : at which was appointed to meet at Jackson, Mich. a 
aopea ee ie invone volume. In 18143 Sneae ae In the American Bee Journal for June, 1876, I asked, “Is 
was published in two volumes, comprehending the result | there anything known that will remove bee glue from the 
of additional researches on the same subject, edited in part | hands?” and was answered “alcohol or spirits of turpentine.” 
by his son. An English version appeared in 1806, and was I soon after accidentally discovered another way. I had been 

5 bl ean bie LdinbinGh Bev A thira | =emining all my hives, and my hands were pretty badly 
ao ey ced 1h ene BgUeui gh eve. third | smeared with the glue. My next job was some repairs in and 
edition of this translation was published in Edinburgh in | whitewashing my hen house. When washing my hands to 

1821, embracing not only the original work of 1792, but | Temove the lime I noticed they became quite yellow, as did 

also several additions contained in that of 1814, and which the water I was washing in, and I did not understand what ce : 2 eine ae made it, but I soon discovered that the bee glue was nearly all 
had originally made their appearance in the “ Bibliothéque gone from my hands. Since then I keep some slacked lime 

Britannique.” These additional observations were—On the | ready for ae caning ee eae when handing bees, I nO sen 
oy. - the places that I wish to cleanse and rub with the wet lime 

Origin of Wax, On the Use of Farina Cr Pollen, On the till he .propolis is removed. If I use much lime, [ then 
Architecture of Bees, and On the Precautions Adopted by | moisten my hands with vinegar. This is much cheaper than 
these insects against the ravages of the Sphinw Atropos. alcohol, and as I am sometimes called from work among the 

To b Filed bees to work at someone’s mouth, Iam not annoying my 2 
(To be continued.) patients with the fumes of turpentine. 

DEADLY BEE STING. BOES v. KALMIA LATIFOLIA. 

J. 8. Woon. Tur following are some observations on the effects of 
Dr, Lassen, practising in Farum, has given the following] the flowers of kalmia on bees:— July 12th.— During a 

particulars in Ugeskrift for Leger (weekly newspaper for | brief paroxysm of sunshine, the kalmia was visited by 
doctors) of a man that has lost his life owing to a bee sting, as| (1)  bluebottle fly; (2) a butterfly, who retreated after 

follows :—“ A strong, well-built man (a wheelwright), thirty- a short flirtation; (8) a bee, who remained some time at 
seven years old, perfectly healthy, just after eating breakfast d th li ti 1 idly fell a 
went out to look tohis bees. Ashe knew from past experience | WOT, and then crawling about languidly fell down to 
that a sting from a bee could have a serious effect on him, he | the ground. July 15th.—(1) A bee, who seb to work 
took an assistant to help him, so that he himself could stand at | steadily, but soon appeared to be stupefied and powerless. I 
a distance. As he drew near to the hives a bee stung him on | removed her (him) to a pink, where she (or he) remained 

_ the left cheek, an inch from and in a line with the mouth; he | quietly a little while and then departed; (2) a bee; (3) a 
killed the bee immediately, his assistant took the sting out, | humble bee, who after flirting with two or three flowers de- 
but hardly was this done before he felt unwell, trembled over | parted without alighting; (4) a bee who settled to work for 

the whole body, got dizzy, and hardly got into bed before he | some time, and became almost helpless, was removed to 
was seized by syncope, hardly five minutes after having been | another flower and no more seen. July 18th.—Several bees 
stung. ‘The doctor who resided in the same town was immedi- | anda humble visited the kalmia, but without alighting. I 
ately called and found him lying relaxed, senseless, unable to | put a bee into a flower, and after working there some time 

speak, swallow, or make a movement, the beat of the heart | found her making feeble attempts to get away. In gather- 
weak, snoring, slow breathing which, about a quarter | ing the bloom, for the purpose of closer inspection, I lost 
of an hour after he had been stung, quite ceased. All| the bee, and so missed the opportunity. Query. Is there 
re-animating resources were ineffectual. ‘Twenty-four hours | some intoxicating substance in the kalmia?—Hardwicke’s 
after the body was much swollen, blue-black in colour, | Science Gossip. 
and then went through a change of colour from green} [yyom “A General System of Botany,” by Le Maout and 
to dark brown on the sixth day, when the burial took place. | Decaisne, we learn that the genera (of Ericace or Ericinew), 
About two years ago the man was stung on the left temple, | Rhododendron, Ledum, Kalmia, and Azalea are narcotic; the 
and there then occurred about the same symptoms, but in a} honey extracted from their flowers is extremely poisonous. Lindley 
milder degree, and after an hour’s exertion the doctor succeeded | (« Vegetable Kingdom ”’) tells us the same thing, adding that the s 
in bringing the breathing in order again, and he was, after | whole species of the Hricacee (or Heathwort) tribe is narcotic, 
twenty-four hours, completely restored. A month before he | and that the leaves are deleterious to the goats, cattle, and sheep 
died he was stung on the first finger, but only felt a little | which feed upon them. Some writers affirm, however, that the 
dizziness, went to bed, and after two hours was well again. | different genera of the Ericaces are merely astringent, not poison- 
The thickness of the skin here possibly weakened the effect of | 0us- Loudon (“ Encyclopedia of Trees and Shrubs”) says that 

ese Te iO deer ithe: Nourse! Dictouatse Clasitar Tee “ ” ini ° = 

Ane words h perfectly feel ony ee ° oy own ee dorlinng, toire Naturelle ” (1845) observes that the leaves are poisonous to 
Be ae Bese a Ee o i e man must Mave had | horses, kine and birds, but not to goats or deer. It has been 
a disordered circulatory system or other ailment. But could | ..:q that the common evergreen shrub Rhododendron ponticum, 
any medical reader of BrExzerine throw a little light on the | another species of Ericacew and closely allied to the Kalmia, was 
subject, as itis of such a serious nature, and no doubt will) the plant from whose flowers the bees of Pontus collected the 
frighten many from keeping bees? The occurrence took place | honey that produced the extraordinary symptoms of poisoning 
on the 30th of August, 1879. If there are many such | described as having attacked the Greek soldiers in the famous 
peculiarly-constituted people it would be advisable to be alittle | retreat of the 10,000. Xenophon says that after eating it the 
cautious in curing rheumatism by means of bee-stinging. men fell stupefied in all directions, so that the camp looked like a 

SS battle-field covered with corpses. Ga the Russian eevellgs ee 
Lampnover’s Concenrratep Lime Juice Syrup, a perfect is of opinion that Azalea pontica again a species o: ricaces was 

luxury, with the addition of Pyreric SALINE, a delicious cooling eee the real cause of the mischief. Kalmia latifolia, or Mountain Laurel, 
beverage. In hottles 2s, and 4s, 6d, each, 113, Holborn, London, H,0.— | is a native of North America, and was introduced into England 
Advt. in 1784.—Epirox BuzkexPine.]
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Since the above reply was in print we have seen the follow- | mouth, or for carrying dead bees of débris out ofthe hive. The 
ing in the January number of Science Gossip :— : wings are furnished with hooks so contrived that when in fight 

“ Kalmia Latifolia is certainly a poisonous plant. In Ree’s | those on one side are joined as one, but when at rest the «ie is 
* Cyclopzedia’ (1819) it is stated that the value of the first sort | folded over the other. 
(latifolia) is much lessened by its noxious properties.” Don's} he abdomen consists of six segments or rings containing 
“Dictionary of Dichlamydeous Plants,” (1834) has—‘ This | within it the digestive organs, the ovaries, the sting,and the wax 
genus is considered poisonous, and is often fatal to cattle.” | pockets with their membranes, which secrete the wax muvh as 
Lindley, in his “ Vegetable Kingdom” (1853) p. 454, quotes | milk is secreted in the higher animal. Throughout the body from Burnett :—“ The flowers exude a sweet honey-like juice, | runs a series of air-vessels minutely ramified. The bee does not : 
which is said when swallowed to bring on intoxication of a | breathe by its mouth, but through rows of holes called spiracles 
phrenitic kind, which is not only formidable in its symptoms, | in its sides. These air-vessels are in close connection with 
but very lengthened in its duration.” In Vol. ii. of Supple- | the one blood-vessel which runs through the whole length of 
ment to the “ Penny Cyclopmdia” (1851) is information to the | the body. In animals possessed of lungs the blood is carried 
same effect. On p.517 of Mrs. Hovoker’s translation of Le | by the action of a heart to the air, in the bee the air is carried 
Maout and Decaisne’s “General System of Botany” (1873) I| to the blood. The wisdom of such a system of respiration 
read, “The genera rhododendron, sedum, kalmia, and azalea | is seen when we consider that the mouth of the beo is, as it 
are narcotic; the honey extracted from their flower is| were, fully occupied by the almost constant action of the 
extremely poisonous.” In Miss Edgeworth’s “To-morrow” | mandibles and the tongue, and is frequently filled with wax 
(tales and novels, 1832, vol. v., p. 341), a story for those who | in process of mastication. When a bee is ab work in a cell, 
are fond of “sweet procrastination,” the hero says :—“ I] or when resting there as it does during winter, its body so 
observed in the crop of one of the pheasants some bright green | completely fills the cavity that if breathed through the 
leaves and some buds, which I suspected to be the leaves and | mouth it would in a short time perish from suffocation ; as it ig 
buds of the kalmia latifolia, a poisonous shrub,” é&c., é&c.— | its head may be entirely cut off from communication with the 
Bernard Hossoy.—Tapton Elms, Sheffield. air and yet breathe freely. The blood-vessel referred to lies 

ee close to a well-developed spinal column, having a well-deve- 
THE WORKER BEE. loped brain, and ramifications by nerves to the extremities of 

: the various organs, Almost each of these organs might form 
By Wa. Rarer. the subject of a long paper, they are all so admirably adapted 

In the head of the worker bee are the wonderful antenna by | + the end for which they were intended. We shall, however, 
which the bee guages all its work, discovers friend from foe, | OD/y notice two more particularly, the ovaries and the sting. 
and holds intercourse with its fellows. In the sides of the The ovaries in a normal worker bee have been already 
head are set a pair of compound eyes, composed of about | stated to exist in a mere rudimentary form. In what 
3,500 different lenses built together like the cells of a honey-| is called a fertile worker they are slightly developed, 
comb. In the centre of the forehead are three simple eyes,|and produce a limited number of eggs. These eggs 
called stemmata, in the form of a triangle. As the larve,| batch into drones only. To beekeepers the existence 
hatched and reared in their narrow abodes and having no occa- | of these fertile workers is a great nuisance. They receive 
sion for distant sight, possess these simple eyes only, it may | all the homage due to legitimate queens, while they fail to 
safely be inferred that these are intended for viewing objects | fulfil their functions; they are, therefore, difficult to get rid 
close at hand, while the compound eyes are intended for} of. The bees will not accept a new queen where these are 
viewing objects more remote. Dissection under the micro-| present, and they cannot be destroyed, as they are indis- 
scope corroborates this idea, as the different ocelli forming the | tinguishable from the other workers. Ihave twice kept on compound eyes are each shown to be an elongated tube | queenless stocks that had developed fertile workers until they 
like a telescope, with a lens of very slight convexity, and| dwindled to a dozen or two of bees, and though I have 
presumably of long range. ‘The stemmata, on the other | scrutinised every bee that remained I could not positively fix 
hand, are small bead-like lenses of great convexity, | 0n one as the layer of the eggs that were always found in the 
presumably with a very short radius. Every bee- | cells. — ; i 
keeper has observed a bee alight on its floor-board a few inches| Virgin queens frequently, from defective wings, unseason= 
to the right or left of the entrance, and after all be fairly | able weather, or the want of drones, will commence egg-laying. 
puzzled to find it. After running hither and thither in vain | In their case as in that of the fertile workers these eggs hatch 
search it generally takes wing, retiring a foot or two, and then | into drones only; their ovaries are, however, in a much better 
darting straight into the hole. Does not this seem to indicate | state of development, and they are capable of producing a 
that there is a certain range at which clear vision by either set | larger number of eggs. In their case it is found on dissection 
of eyes is wanting? Asarule the momentum of the bee in | that the spermatheca, a little sac communicating with the 
its flight towards a flower or other object will carry it across | oviduct, is destitute of the living filaments which mark the 
this line of indistinct vision, but occasionally it does seem to | presence of the fluid from the male. In the case of fertile land itself upon it. May not this also account for the well- | queens the spermatheca is filled with this fluid, which fertilises 
known fact that during an operation a person standing at the | theeggs as they pass its mouth, and by so doing changes their 
distance of a few feet frequently receives many stings, while | sex from male to female. This contact appears to take place at 
the actual operator, whose face is within afew inches of the | the will of the queen. The ovaries of a good fertile queen 
bees, escapes scot-freeP I have so frequently observed this, | become enormously developed, and are capable of producing at 
that in operating on an unruly hive Linvariably try to get my | least from twothousand to three thousand eggs a day during 
face as near the bees as possible; in fact, I take shelter within | the breeding season. The queen once fertilised continues so 
the range of indistinct vision. for life, or until the contents of the spermatheca are exhausted, 

The jaws or mandibles are the tools with which the bee does | which is sometimes the case in a year or less, but generally 
all its building. They can be’used as pincers, scissors, trowel, | from three to four years, There is no fact in the natural 
&c., according to necessity. From beiween them issues the | history of the bee of more practical importance than this in 
tongue or trunk, by which the bee laps up its honey or collects | regard to the fertilisation of queens. 
pollen from the flowers. In the thorax we find several seg- The sting is popularly the most important thing to be con« 
ments, three of which have each a pair of legs and two each a| sidered in dealing with bees; all know how formidable a 
pair of wings. The legs are furnished at their extremities with | weapon it is. Sharper than the finest needle, barbed like an 
suckers for use while moving on a smooth surface, and with | arrow head, both hollowed and grooved to allow the poison to 
claws for use ona rough one. By means of these claws the | dow along into the wound, and possessing vitality enough 
bees hold on to each other in clustering, and they also serve as | within itself to enable it to work its way deeper even after 
ands to convey the wax scales from their abdomen to their) separated from the hee, it is really a formidable weapon, To
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the sting, as found in the wound, there is usually attached the | air by their leaves is hardly tenable. ‘The gain of nitrogen from 

poison sac, and frequently a portion of the intestines of the | this source seems to be very small indeed. The most of the 

bee. ‘To beekeepers it is important to know that there is no nitrogen of our crops is got from the soil, through the roots. 

remedy for asting like prompt action in removing it; it takes The soil gathers some nitrogen compounds from the air, how- 
some seconds to work its way deep enough to reach the flesh cre edt is extremely probable that it assimilates free nitrogen, 

and insert its poison. Before this takes place, or to any great and thus in two ways stores up atmospheric nitrogen for plant- 
tiki a ible to bi ial ating oxtrecter.’. Caré food. The nitrates in the soil, formed mostly from the decay of 

extent, it is quite possible to have the sting ext @ vegetable and animal matter, are the chief natural sources of the 
should be taken in doing so not to press the poison bag, and nibroenof plant food) Ammonia, which; ke milric ‘acid 

i injecti id. The sting should be scraped ee 2 . Se thus aid the injection of the fluid. TI ing Pp from vegetable débris and from manures, as well as from the air, 
off with a knife or finger-nail, and if this be done promptly | is also used by plants. Other compounds of nitrogen, no one yet 
little effect will be felt. 5 knows what or how many, can also be assimilated by plants. 

Hitherto we have been mainly devoting our attention to the| ‘The mineral ingredients of plants are derived exclusively from 
typical worker bee. Ofcourse the drone has also all organs of | the soil. Of these potash, lime, magnesia, iron, phosphoric acid, 
locomotion, digestion, respiration, and sensation. He is the | and sulphuric acid must be furnished to all agricultural plants, 

male bee, and we leave him to point out afew special features through their roots and by the soil, in order to stimulate their 

of the organisation of the queen. Although she may have been | growth. If the’available soil supply of any one of these is deficient, 

raised from an egg, or even a grub, that was originally destined | the whole crop must suffer. As regards soda, silica, and chlorine, 
for a worker, yet by being reared in a cell of different shape the experimental evidence is not so decisive. A small quantity of 

and position, and fed on a different food, she issues a perfect oibe Sent feen pre eee init ee pereiyon e ae 

insect five days before any of the eggs laid at the same time Deer sures : B , by crops. 

develope Gitte or aclcee. eon Then how different she is from pe rsa sas necessary to the perfect blossoming and 

these sisters. She is quiet and pied ee ane pr re To sum up in a few words :—“ Air and water together yield the 

longer in body, has a differently shaped tongue and mandibles, | materials out of which fully ninety to ninety-eight per cent. of 
is destitute of wax pockets or pollen baskets, has a curved | crops are built up. The soil has to give for their nourishment 
sting, has neither the building nor gathering instinct, and is | only the two to eight per cent. of mineral matters, which remain 
content to remain at home while her sisters roam the fields. | as ashes when they are burned, and the one-half to two per cent. 
No Arabian tales can surpass the real marvel here to be seen. | of nitrogen which they also contain.”—Farmer, 

By natural means, hidden from us, a change is produced on a : ere ee 

living organism that is more like the fabled results of the Misrixus Mapz sy Insrincr.—I communicated the case of an 

~ enchanter’s wand. How becoming it seems thet this marvel- | °8& of Anthocharis Cardamines being laid on the caducous sepal, 

* Jous creature should henceforth be an object of devoted instead of the pedicel, of the flower of the food plant by the insect 

attention on the part of the other bees. Though sheis utterly | captivity. I subsequently met with several instances of the 
helpless bi ie hi if with bi mG fx Vieng aol ene cal eeee thing occurring under natural conditions. Hrrors in instinct 
eipless to provide. herselt: wiba home, tt "4 » Yet) through the laying, or mis-laying, of their eggs by insects at wrong 

her every want is devotedly supplied. Her attendants caress | times or in wrong places were well known to the older entomolo- . 
her with affection, brush down ber body, clear for her a path- gists, as the following interesting passage from Degeer abundantly 

way, supply her with food digested in their own stomachs to proves. Iquote from the German translation of Gitze (Abhand- 

/ save hers the toil, take charge of the eggs she laps, defend her | Iungen zur Geschichte, &c., vol. ii., part 2, page 241, plate 

against hostile attack by forming a shield of their own bodies, | 35, figs. 12 and 13). He has been describing a saw-fly 

and mourn her decease with a bitter mourning. She lives for | which spins a double cocoon. Inside one of these double 

‘them, they for her. See here the stamp of Divine order, each | cocoons, with its head sticking out of its own coarctate pupa- 

the unselfish attendant on the common want.—Jowrnal of | case, he found a dead dipterous parasite of the saw-fly; 
Horticulture. and he ascribes its death to a mistake of the parent fly in 

Nee enemas laying her egg on the false caterpillar of the saw-fly when the 
latter was too far advanced in its growth. “Its fate,” he says, “was 

WHENCE PLANTS OBTAIN THEIR FOOD. a consequence of the mother’s oversight, which seems to have laid 
pee her egg too late on the false caterpillar, so that the larva proceed- 

Puants get part of their food from the air, through their leaves, | ing from it could not attain to its full size before the saw-fly cater- 

® and other green parts; the rest from the soil, through their roots. pillar must prepare for its transformation, and, consequently, 

This was proved by a vast amount of laborious and accurate | unwittingly let itself be shut up in an everlasting prison. It had 

experimenting, carried on for the most part in the European indeed gone on to devour the caterpillar. It had changed to a 

experiment stations, for the purpose of discovering the laws of | nymph within the red cocoon; but when it became a fly it could 

‘ plant nutrition and growth. not make its way through the double cocoon of the saw-fly, and 

Plants have the power of absorbing water through their leaves ; | must consequently perish. ‘Thus the mother fly had erred in 

put the bulk of their supply comes, and must come, from the | laying her egg, a thing that is not usual among insects, which 

atmosphere to the soil, and thence to the plant through the roots. | on every occasion, and especially in the propagation of 

Carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen.—The carbon of plants is taken their species, display always so much diligence and fore- 

from the atmosphere. The leaves absorb carbonic acid, and with | sight.” To this, however, the translator adds in a note— 

the aid of light wrest its carbon and oxygen asunder, setting | “ Nevertheless, examples and instances occur in more than 

oxygen free, and thus puifying the air, while they retain the | one species that insects, whether in respect of time or place, are 

carbon, Carbon unites with hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen to | frequently wont to err in ovi-position. I could wish that people 

make up the various tissues of the plant—the root, stem, leaf, and would collect and compare more examples of the like kind. 

seed, the wood and bark, the gluten, starch, sugar, and so on.| Perhaps we might thereby discover many asecret in the economy 

The atmosphere supplies carbon far in excess of the demands of | of insects that still remains hidden from us.”’—F, A. Ossorne, 

plants. The best experiments indicate that the carbon is all, or | M.D., Milford, Letterkenny. 

nearly all, obtained from the air. The source of the oxygen and| Mxap.—Take a quantity of spring water fully below blood-heat 

hydrogen is not definitely settled. It is very probable that the | temperature and dissolve with honey until the compound will bear 

water absorbed through the roots is the main, if not the entire | an egg up toashilling breadth. Boil for an hour; add the requi- 

source of supply. site quantity of mace, cloves, nutmeg, cinnamon, and a root of 

Our cultivated plants get the bulk of their nitrogen from the | ginger; mix the whole together with a lemon, a sprig of sweet 

soil, through their roots. .Many years of labour of the best] briar and one of rosemary (the latter two being tied together) ; 

investigators and many thousands of pounds have been devoted | after a short boil, let the liquor stand on the spices till next day, 

tothe study of the nitrogen of plant food. The theory that plants | then strain carefully through a fine sieve into a clean earthenware 

ayail themselves of the free nitrogen of the air, of which there are | vessel ; let it remain six-weeks and then bottle, when it is fit to 

thousands of tons over every farm, must be regarded as wrong. drink. 
So also the theory that plants in general, and the “large- Tuurx has just been published by the Rev. H. M. Stallybrass, 

leayed” plants in particular, as clover, turnips, corn, &c., obtain a | of Wirksworth, “ Hints to Beginners in the Study and Practice of 

good deal of combined nitrogen (ammonia and nitrates) from the! Apiculture,” price 24d. or 1s. 6d. per dozen, post free,
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NOTES AND QUERIES. LITERARY GLEANINGS. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. THE: MODERN ART OF BREEDNG BEES. 
We do not wndertake to reply at once to every query we receive, By Josuva Diyspaus, A.M., 1740, 

although we shall always endeavour to do so. Those beyond our — 
power of answering we shall invite our readers to discuss. Immortal Bard ! that on Italian plains 

Those queries that we think too simple to appear in BruxEErina we First sung the loves and labour of the swains, 
shall answer by post. Whom the distinguish’d favour of the nine ~ 

Subscribers wishing for replies by post may have them if they will Inspired with all the power of song divine, 
enclose in their letters stamped directed envelope. We cannot Pardon, if Lan arduous subject chuse, 
undertake in every case to answer by return, but shall do so when The fav’rite theme of thy celestial muse ; 
possible. Queries that we are doubtful of solving accurately we Not emulous of equalling thy fame, 
shall submit to some of our experienced subscribers who have But proud to join with thine my humble name; already_kindly promised to help us, and inquirers must in these | *Twas thine to sing with next to Heav'nly art, cases grant us the requisite time to obtain the best information. *Tis mine some new discoy’ries to impart. 
Tf, instead of receiving answers by return, our correspondents are sas ee + . 
Kept waiting four or five days, they will know that we are consult- ites thers omen the tudustrigus| bees 5 & . path: Dwelt in the clefted rocks, or hollow trees, img some of the best experienced apiarians. : > 

Name and address must accompany all inquiries, but not neces- aa tthe Greer ‘tape hea ’ 
sarily for publication. : ae es i With the sweet odours of fair blooming flow’rs, 

We have so many queries that are answered by post that ee ae pore Die GEE 
we think it waste of time to print the names and numbers Will cheat the careful bee, the simple swain. 
here. We now keep two registers: first, those answered - Thus hives were first with golden honey fraught, 
by post; and second, those answered in the columns of And their republics sharpened human thought, 
Burxerrine. In the latter we include all those, trivial or yuped um love of paple soon ment 
not, reaching us between the 12th and the 15th of the a a au fate s a u Se anOnEL: ut, difficult’s the task, with curious eye 

e ; Into the tries of thei te to pry; No. 1, J. Vincent, jan.—Thanks for your remarks on the For pauline; aod an ee light. 
article “Wax” in the Burxnnpnr. We believe you are And hide their labours from the robber’s sight. 
right, and the wax vestas are made almost, if not Should any spy disturb their balmy seat, 
entirely, of the Japanese vegetable wax. We are told ne Beale ay eee pe tiaeteae, i anee ly 2 on ce for 1878 were nearly £100,000, but can To make him unobservant shun the place. 

G x 5 Yet still the sweet, industrious, kind invite No. 2, M. Stevens.—The “dollar queen” is an American- The raptur’d Muse to bring their praise to light : 
bred Italian, and it is very doubtful (at least, it hag (Tho’ Honey all their wise ambition raise) , 
given rise to much discussion) if it isa success. The And consecrate them in her grateful lays. 
Americans seem inclined to call the cross “The The sage with artand searching thought endued, : American Bee!” Who subtle Nature’s inmost secrets viewed, : : By quick ¢ aaa 

No. 3, W. R. Atkinson.—Barley-sugar alone is the food din es die ete most generally recommended just now. It is best to With all the wonders of the state displayed, 
leave your bees in repose, but, of course, if they arc And open both their art and manners laid. 
really on the point of starvation you must choose the Hence will the bard his observations bring, ioacciean woven. Nor in false strains, though sweetly, dare to sing. 

No. 4, H. M‘Rae—We should imagine they were tempted Le ee ee ee coo 
by the varnish. If it was, as you observe, a mild day,a The bee returning prudent wings its way, * 
little exercise would do them more good than harm. It Nor sleeps fortuitous, like birds of prey, _ i ; Bee a : prey: is a pity you gaye them no chance on the day you a ie ae lost: an eee profound, x mention. o’ the rain beat an e storm murmur round. 

No. 5, Mr. Bell—He uses them eighteen inches long feat ee Eder 
twelve inches wide, twelve deep, but it depends on, Though he a Louvre with vast cost provide, 
locality, quality of bees, and kind of forage. A monument of vain, unbounded pride. 

= Cana a ee what too often wastes our wretched race, 
‘They never feel pale poverty’s disgrace, ‘ 

I cAN assure you and your readers that the precious metal (gold) But in the blooming seasons hoard their store— 
abounds in wax, for I made it my business to purchase the in common live, nor proudly wish for more. 
samo in many different quarters, and always met with the same Equality with concord warm each breast, 
good result. I may add that I have found gold in the ashes By love of public good supremely blest. 
of many flowers, and that, in some instances, theatiny grains Their just ambition seeks no higher claim 
may be discerned on the leaves with the naked eye. Than from their fragrant art one common fame 

Lo procure gold from wax.—Heat a pipkin very hot to inflame With Providence to found a prosp’rous state, 
a piece of it, then remove from the fire, and keep adding small And fill up by a glorious race their fate. 
pieces only at a time, until you have burnta pound. Scrape Their useful labours have a steady plan, 
the pipkin well when cold, and burn theash ina small melting- Unequall’d yet by all the thought cf man, 

* pot, with carbonate potassa five parts, carbonate soda four Whose sweet successive cares their time employ, 
parts, as a flux. ae And crown their lives with harmony and joy. 

2. The metal TAY, be parted by electricity. The youth their Jabour in the morn renew, 
3. Melt, add brimstone, and calcine. hte met And sip the flow’rs empearl’d with brilliant dew ; 4 4, Envelope the wax in tinfoil, bury it in salt in a crucible, The senate in the hive expecting dwell, 

and heat strongly —Jamus Bruce, in British Bee Journal. And lodge th’ imported treasure in its cell,
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Tn day’s warm “plaze the busy nation fly, Then from thei 3 i ee 

And plunder blooming flow'rs of various dye Bae base ana ey qe aeatihee ing, 
But at the cool approach of night Immediately you'll see the others sine, Fr 
Take to the fragrant hive their timely flight ; With signs of gladness to the lab’rer’s hum 
Cautious avoid the cloudy dark’ning sky, Then pick the ‘waxen treasure from the thi; h : i oer gh, 
And quick presaging to their city fly. And back the lab’rer cuts the smiling sky, 
When first the morning darts its beaming rays, Triumphant oer the flow’ry kingdom reigns, 
And the wak’d lark tunes sweet his warbling lays ; And tributary makes the blooming plains. 

i The elders, with soft sleep no longer blest, But while the youth pour o’er the shining field, 
Break off the lazy youth’s protracted rest; 7 And the sweet-smelling cowslips forage Held 
Who shake their wings, and with a buzzing sound, The seniors in the public care have Ste A 

In quest of honey search the meadows round ; And form the angled cells with meena arb; 
Now on the cowslips, now the hawthorn prey, Or for the young prepare the downy bed, < 

ee . % ry bed, 
And sweat and toil in the bright blaze of day, And soft the od’rous flow’ry powder spread. 
Nor miss one balmy flow’r in all their way. . For if they early in the summer’s days s 

Small clangours in the hive new courage yield, Begin the structure of their comb to raise, 

And urge them with fresh vigour to the field. Balore coreencs the pollen globe of light, 
ek 5 nd o’er the shaded landscape steals the night, 
‘Tis pleasant to observe in the pure air, : Four thousand cells their diligence declines 2 
How quick they fly with thoughtful busy tare ; PAbraonmmGnt ok sice apatinies ; 

Tn crossing lines seem mutually to play, Gach haahis +a ke this pea » 
ining % 2. 

But lose no moment of the shining day. On this the chapeless Pe iutee oe ae 
See! how they light upon each flow’r in view, Another, for mechanic judgment known, 
And from the calix suck the balmy dew, Reviews the buildings of the waxen town ; 
With diligence each op’ning gem explore, That none with useless weight o’erbear the rest, 

ae qn their me the golden ee oe But all alike be in proportion prest. 
or when with honey satiate, homeward fly, ; sot, 

But still industrious load with wax their thigh ; bore obveimions Hie Sat | Spe uae, 
Which rises from the flow’rs like yellow down, 8 ee ee 
0 hed Tesnith col b Here add, and there with cantion take away, 

Be EAU Daa ae SOLS p WLU re 1088 Y DLO. And skill perfective, beyond man’s, display. 
But if a bee more fortunate should light Whil host ‘ 

On a sweet field with vernal honours bright, And Grae na re We a nicer part, — 
He to his sociates straight makes known the prey, " & Bee Oe Poa @ sweet cells with art. 
And to the fragrant booty leads the way ; No city with proud Heaven-ascending spires, 

Thick they descend o’er all the shining dale, The human mind with juster cause admires, 
And from ten thousand flow’rs the sweets inhale ; Than that nice art by which the bees contrive 

The rich perfumes expand themselves around, The curious comb within the strawy hive, 
And o’er the meadow’s head a buzzing sound, And that variety of useful ways 
But when the sky unsettled does appear, Which through the citadel the swarm conveys. 

And the bees judge a drizzling show’r is near, (To be concluded in our neat.) 
ie haste they load with wax their dented thigh, ——————————— 

nd to the friendly neighbouring covert fly ; 
There better the collected mass prepare, THE GARDEN. 

And trusting to the clearer shining air, Se 

You'll see them in bright flow’ry powders roll’d By Wm. HARLEY. 
Entering the hive all ting’d with dusty gold. Mucu as we advocate the giving of all plants all the fresh air 

In th ; a délich possible during the winter season, there are times, nevertheless, 
a .| precy Soey erring ie | oe e aA ek when even at this time more is absolutely needed than at others. 
Fe cite oulctiee Ube ight, It will be found, by way of illustration, that if the structure be 

y kept very close during cold or frosty weather, little, if any, 
To gather honey for the common hive, : apparent injury will accrue to any of the inmates, and this fact 
While in the beamy wide-perfuming morn, may be accounted for on two distinct issues :—1 Being that whilst 

* Sweet balmy dews hang on the fragrant thorn, the frost continues the heated apparatus so dries up the atmos- 
And odours from the painted meadows rise, _ pheric moisture as to deter any obvious rotting or decay of the 
That charm the smell, and fill the ambient skies, foliage which may have been originally injured, &c.; and, 2. The 
You'll view them, e’er the pearly dews exhale, frost itself attracts the moisture to the glass, beneath which it 

Spread o’er the lawn, and buzz o’er all the vale. attaches, and, rapidly freezing, forms ice in many fantastic shapes 

But when no nectar the scorch’d flow’rs supply, and forms. Though, however, no apparent injury befall the 

Or waxen burdens for the gilded thigh, plants, if they are maintained too close, and with an insufficiency 
They dawby gums collect and slimy juice, of air at such times as itis possible to give them, they are excited 

Against the wintry cold of sov’reign use; by this unnatural artificial warmth and close atmosphere, and 
_ With subtle thought exclude the beating rain, become, therefore, correspondingly enervated as a consequence. 

Or driving snow that whitens all the plain: Now mark the results. If a warmer, moist, or foggy period follow, 

Industrious fill each little chink with care, and itis the rule rather than the exception following all severe 

Against the insect or the chilling air. Tae mEsnet fom choice ey prea nes greenhouses are 
ae eptshut up, or closed for a night and day, more or less, it will be 

Hence ’tis they firmness to the whole contrive, too readily observed that aa entering it an endless number of 
And fix their artful combs within the hive. leaves are thoroughly decayed, if not, indeed, therewith also 
What with more wonder may the mind suspend, branches, and that much more injury is also done the plants as a 
From each side of their head two hands extend, whole. 
-With which they pull the waxy down, and free It is only by close observance of this practice of air giving on all 
The clinging gum from the rough-rinded tree: possible occasions, which we are always so anxious to enforce, that 
By these that structure to their combs impart this evil can possibly be met. By giving an opening always when 

Which far excels Palladio’s * boasted art. possible, little or much, so as to give egress to the vitiated air 

The bees, who loaded at the dome arrive, from within, and ingress for such as is without, alone can we assure 

First store the golden honey in the hive, to ie various plants as Beal aby a cone as it is ee to assure at 
CC | such a season and under such peculiar circumstances of culture, &c. 

Ts Anaré Palladio was a celebfated Ttalian architect, who was born at Vinceaza |, There are no glass structures which would not at this time be 
in 1515, i benefitted by having every plant gone over, picking all litter, &.,
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from off it, and in being replaced, perhaps, in a somewhat | will be desirable so soon as possible after all are through, and their 
different position to what it occupied previously. This simple exact position can be ascertained, to neatly hoe between them, 
operation goes far to freshen a house up generally, and individual | This will relieve them somewhat from the hard beaten and 
plants benefit by it very greatly. flattened soil, and really tend to protect the tender young points 

After such a cleansing, so to speak, every plant that requires | somewhat from such cald winds and frosts as may follow. Growers 
watering may receive just such an amount as it is seen to require ; | toany extent, and especially in regard to growers.of valuable bulbs, - 
pecause having “handled” and “weighted” each pot, and the | generally hoop the beds over, and mat them over during very 
soil within it, far better knowledge will have been obtained of the inclement weather when at such a stage. 
state of dryness or otherwise each plant may be in, and each can, It will be well for all who contemplate planting roses to obtain 
therefore, receive a thorough watering, or otherwise, according to | their stock, and plant them with all possible dispatch should mild 
its need. Nor should the fact be overlooked that where a plant is | weather continue. The soil cannot be too deeply or well dug and 
really dry, water may now be given to it more freely by comparison | manured, . 
than it was possible to have done a few weeks since, and when the Krronmn Garpnn. 
days shrank as ’twere, daylight became less and less, and all Those who are anxious to get early peas and broad beans would 
adverse surroundings increased. Now it is not soday by day; more do well to make sowings as quickly as possible after this date. 
light and a, somewhat increasingly stronger sun-warmth will favour | Sangster’s peas and long-pod beans are proper sorts. Once the 
all such aids, given in proper time, and with due judgment. month of February has fairly arrived the season will advance with 

Another simple fact may not be omitted in connection with such | such rapid strides as to cause much work to be behind, if this and 
é plants when passing them in view. Where any example proves | many similar operations be atall neglected. S 

wet and soddened at the root, search should be made for the cause, It is unfortunately a result of the past inclement season that all 
and this will be found, as a rule, to comprise either worms or | garden work is sadly in arrears. So much rain, snow, &c., has 
soil impediment to the drainage—a fact only to be ascertained by | been experienced that it became an impossibility to dig or work 
turning the ball out of the pot neatly for that purpose. These | heavy grounds in any form, hence do we expect to see many busy 
remarks apply especially to auriculas, the decayed leaves of which | hands fully occupied during the next month or two. It should 
should be carefully removed by aid of a sharp-edged knife. not be forgotten, however, that every pole of ground dug at this 

Be particular to give to both camellias and azaleas, whether | time—the weather and soil fayourable for the operation—is so 
dormant, or as regards the former swelling their flowers, as much | much work gained presently and when so much of other kinds will 
water as they may really require without the risk of making the | be demanding attention. 
soil too wet. Spring cauliflowers will, we have little doubt, be somewhat 

Fuchsias for early flowering should be potted, and such as are | scarce, so severe and penetrating has been the past frost. Every 
intended for cuttings place into a warm atmophere ‘without | attention should, therefore, be given to such plants as have been 
potting. The latter may require a nice moist heat to cause young | saved. Give air freely by removing handlights or other kinds of 
shoots to form, but the former must not be pushed on unduly at | protection, and cut away with a sharp-edged knife all symptoms 
arate of decay, moving the soil freely between all such seedlings. 

Cyclamens should now be forming their flowers, and these will | Continue to take off the heads of a few Brussels sprouts in all 
be greatly enhanced if it is possible to place the plants for a few | instances where they do not sprout as readily as they should do. This 
weeks into a slight increase of heat, or an average of 56 deg. to | is the more necessary this year, owing to the fact that such things 
5S deg. They bloom moderately ,well, but, of course, somewhat | have made such very poor growth, and are, therefore, incapable of 
later in a colder house. forming many good sprouts naturally. Besides, such “ heads” as 

Persist now in placing bulbs in pots at the warmest end of the | they possess will prove acceptable accordingly. Amateurs and 
structure, and near to the heating apparatus, to induce a more | others who contemplate forming a hot-bed with fermenting 
ready and free growth. materials will do well to commence the collection of such. Leaves 

Frownr GARDEN. a an adamable aid to the jounenae of a sweet heat and the 

The weather without has been so very uninviting that little | Tetemtion of heat in process of fermentation, oak leaves more 

progress has been made either as regards cleaning up the flower oe sbpaep ee Bad 1s ey ereepute such as are in a 

garden or lawn in front of or contiguous to the dwelling. It, will | 8ree2 &| eC ee oe ee me ots ee and stable manure 
not only be possible, but also necessary, to do so now as quickly jane Seats aa Beevers oh sweetening, by causing them 
as possible, because every brighter day than ordinary will other- i ee fy etmen < eee ee 2 as rank or primary powerful 

i : = . , wise show things to greater disadvantage. All grass plats and Hee te PASS One me, a as one a oe a well, after having 
verges might be neatly trimmed or edged over, the lawn neatly |) ee ee DE ea es oe ig ly, turn the whole 
swept and rolled, after having all shrubbery borders forked over ee ee ease ie “ On Ae WTuna0 On <0 Cie Our Gnas 
tidily. Much may also be done now in connection with shrubs, | P acing what was previously outside 1m the centre. By pone this - ‘ ss + . so that the heap heats three times in succession, the materials will whether evergreen or deciduous and flowering. Coarser growing 5 b best Sees 5 ES ce 
kinds should be so cut back and thinned out as to give more light | - aes ate ROC a all kinds of vegetation within 
and room for all the lesser, and what happen generally to be more | 18 steam without any injury. 
valued ones. There are occasional exceptions to this rule, which, Fees, 

however, the judgment of individuals will be able to well guard ROSE GROWING FOR BEGINNERS. 
against. For instance, occasionally a plant of the showy ribes or Most books on rose growing that I have read give too- 
flowering currant may have overgrown and so “overlap”? some | many and too copious directions, and make too little distinc- 
far more permanent evergreen. In such instance it will not be | tion between those which are important and those which are of 
wise to cut the currant at this time. Rather permit it to flower | slight importance only. Rose growing is really a very easy matter 
first, and immediately this has taken place then remove all over- | indeed. I advise every beginner not to turn his attention only to 
grown. portions. those sorts which are usually reckoned among tlie best. Let him 

. Oftentimes much good may be done in view of artistic effect of | plant in some part of his garden—and he need not select by any 
single shrubs by means of a little judicious pruning at the stage | means the best—at least one plantof the common dog rose (Rosa 
when they are somewhat young. Conifers, hollies, Portugal laurels, | canina), one of the Rosa Manetti, and one of the Rose de la 
and such like may be neatly cut in, so as not only to enhance their | Grifferaie, &e. These are exceedingly hardy, rampant growing 
neat appearance, but so also to cause each to grow more densely, | sorts, with the utmost vigour of constitution ; they require no skill 
and to fill out all their parts far better than what the same plants | in pruning, and in fact the less they are pruned the greater the 
would do if left to themselves. quantity of blooms they produce, and whether in bloom or in berry 
Anemones may still be planted during mild weather, and when | they are beautiful. 

the soil is not very wet. T’o ensure their starting freely into growth, A beginner who purchases a lot of the newest and most 
and to obviate decay, which old or somewhat long dried bulbs are | expensive roses to start with is apt to be disheartened if these do 
given to, a thin layer of some light sandy material could be advan- | not at once succeed and yield him a good return for his rather 
tageously placed over them before placing soil upon them. At the | extravagant outlay, and will in some cases throw up rose growing 
same time, if thought desirable, a few ranunculuses may also be | in disgust. If, however, such a beginner had planted a few of the 
planted under similar conditions for an early display. Many bulbs | commonest, hardiest, and cheapest sorts, he would, when he saw 
planted in the open borders will begin to push through the ground | how these would thrive, and produce thousands of beautiful flowers, 
should this mild weather continue following so severe a period. It | with little or no care and attention, be induced, even ifall his most, 

» 

&
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f superb and doubly dear favourites died, to proceed further. He following statement of receipts and expenditure of fowls and 
: would probably say, “Well, if my garden produces so well, and | produce for 1879, one year, no account is taken of buildings, coops, 

in such profusion, rose blooms of this kind, with little or no care | or attendance :— 
on my part after I have once planted them, surely I may he able Rucerprs. & s. d, 
to succeed with varieties of greater rareness and sorts that are 4 Brahmas laid 55 eggs each—220 .....cccesessscessseeee 
held in greater estimation, with alittle perseverance ;” at any 8 Dorkings laid 49 eggs each—147........0....ccceeseeeee 
rate, I think he would be induced to try. No one need to“ turn 5 Spangled Hamburghs laid 83 eggs each—415 ...... 
up his nose” at a common dog rose. No prettier sight can be 8 Mongrels laid 21 eggs each—168.........sscssesereveees 
imagined than a large plant of this in full bloom as an object of Total of eggs at 13d. each vsscuccoweee BIS 9 
garden decoration. T9Sehickens KiN6d.(cciccscsscsssseesactevaessecaesetacesssaceuee al Ord, 

A few of the old summer-blooming climbing roses should also 29 in stock to carry forward to 1880, at 2s. 6d. each 312 6 
be planted, as well as a few plants of the fine old summer-bloom- pa 

ing kinds of the hybrid Bourbon and Gallica classes; these being otal’ ssc, ssesecsetessssssssbactesstnapivoatinsessvessivavanel ao 1-41 
perfectly hardy and able to grow well in almost all soils and situa- EXPENDITURE. £ os. d. 
tions, will, by their adaptability to circumstances, the ease with 21 fowls in stock, at 23. 6d. Gach... ...c.0000 ssicseessccase 212 6 
which they grow, and the profusion in which their flowers and Ro loss, 5 fowls found dead —..,,.1<:s00ssesverascreseeanee Olle 6 
exquisite beauty reward their proprietor, be sure to stimulate him Paid for eggs for sitting ..,..:ysccserererepeersesreee O 8 10 

z to further exertions. The acquaintance with roses which a beginner Barley, £1 12s. 6d.; barleymeal, 9s. ...£2 1s, 6d.) 
will gain from these old easily-grown kinds will aid him in culti- Rice, ¥s. 9d. ; maize, £2 17s. 9d.; buck- | 
vating the more fashionable varieties of the queen of flowers, much avheab, 168. Sd: 4..-.sserssoet sacseqerosenej 680. 145; 00e 8 26 
more than any amount of directions to be found in books. Wheat, 7s. ; Spratt’s food, 88.,......+.5++.20 15s. Od. 
Directions to a beginner should be few, short, and concise. Much | Middling woe. Sl 88. 8d. 
of the advice given in books onthe subject seems to be given with | Gaim c.iissssessserecserssscetorrersserecsstsseestesescessers O10 7 
a view to show what a clever fellow the Author is, and how much een eee 
he knows about roses rather than with a view to give real help to LOGAL Ls scsssevstcssvenesstcoveieoosenets severssenensseces cel ao-d LE 
a beginner. eRe ouGs 

One thing which it is most important a beginner should learn Ancrease Of stock ..s.csi50-sessrstessacsueestal ak 0 20 
is the difference between a shoot from the stock on which a rose Balance as Gboves-<.:.,<.scsassoeessscorsvacss, 0 10— 7. 
may be worked and a shoot from the rose itself. One of the —— 
greatest causes of disappointment in growing the best sorts of Real balance in stockand money... £110 7 
aoses arises from ignorance on this head; and it goes on a stage 144 eggs, less 30 chickens hatched, 27 chickens reared, five 
further, if the rose grower, in consequence, obtains plants of the | fertile eggs (chickens dead), 103 eggs rotten, and six broken by 
most superior varieties on their own roots, for thereby it is pro- | hens.~ Allowance to fowls—three mealsin bad weather, two meals 
bable he jumps from the frying-pan into the fire. Only a few of | in summer and mild days; 3} ozs. per day to each bird of corn or 
the best exhibition roses do any good on their own roots, unless | meal._Jamzs Brucz, Cheshunt. 
both the position and soil of the garden be exceptionally favour- —_ 
able, and even then they cannot always be induced to succeed, MILK FOR CHICKS. 

; unless the cultivator be thoroughly acquainted with and ex-| Milk contains everything essential to promote the growth of : 
perienced in their management. After the experience of avery | muscles, bones, feathers, and every part of the animal; and the 

/ few seasons an amateur, if he begin at the beginning and become | earliest matured and the best chicks every way that we have ever 
acquainted with the commonest and hardiest before he attempts | seen were milk-fed. It is not essential that the milk should be 
to depend entirely on the rarest and most exquisite kinds, will | fresh. Taking off the cream removes carbon mainly, a cheap 
surely master the art of rose growing, and will find he can grow | element which is abundantly supplied by Indian meal. Skim milk, 
the best with as great ease and as little chance of disappointment | and even lobbered milk, will make chicks grow wonderfully fast. 
as he can produce cabbages. : : i Boiled potatoes are also excellent for them, and if chopped into a 

Tn order that disappointment to beginners in growing roses | hash with some refuse meat, nothing delights them more, unless 
should be reduced to a minimum, I would have them try first those | it isa fat angle worm. Like all other animals, chickens like a 
varieties which are the most easy of cultivation; then as they | variety of food, and their taste should be gratified. Among other 

become more and more acquainted with the subject from their own | things, they like fresh grass. Few farmers seem to be aware 

observation, so will the directions given in hooks become more | what a graminivorous animala hen is. One of the best foods for 
intelligible to them ; they may then try the best kinds with some-| hens in winter is rowen hay cut fine in a cutting machine.— 
thing like certainty of success, or at least with greatly lessened | Kentucky Live Stock Journal. 
chances of failure. If the course I recommend be followed mauy —_—_—_—eneree—eeeae 
will become rose growers who otherwise, after one or two trials, ‘ , 
resulting in inevitable failure, would have given up in disgust.— | yy, ne POLLEN See ea TO BRE EDING P 
J. E. Ewrne, Norwich, in Gardeners’ Chronicle. ae DA EU SB ee ce OU ee 2 2, hes ee that pollen is necessary in breeding has received con- 

Rr aig She eR Re Te tradiction through the Burxzrprur, lately edited by Mr. 
POULTRY. George Rose (page 36), by Mr. Testceoaets who, 2 the 

: eo result of his experience and observation, has asserted that 
RESULTS OF POULTRY-KEEPING. “honey, and honey alone,” is the food of the bee in the grub 

I senp you the result of one year’s keeping of fowls for the benefit | state. We have all along believed that pollen, meal, and other 
of my fellow readers of your estimable journal, showing that there | nitrogenous matter is necessary in breeding, and also to keep in 
is, at. any rate, no need to fear loss by keeping fowls, but £200 | repair the tissue and fibre of adult bees ; that they may have built 
per cent. profit would be very difficult to realise. This year has | small pieces of comb, or raised a few hundred young bees when 
not been favourable for the rearing of chickens, and eggs generally | none could be perceived in the hive, is not, to our mind, satis- 
in this district have been unsatisfactory for hatching. The factory proof to the contrary. The milk yielded by animals for 
Hamburghs I believe to he the most profitable fowls for eggs, the support of their young is not composed of the liquids only 
three of the Hamburgh eggs being equal to two Brahmas. ‘hey | which they may have taken, and if they do not take sufficient 
would stand roughly as Brahmas twenty-seven, Hamburghs solid matter for its concoction, their own bodies yield it as long as 
twenty-eight ; but my Hamburghs being pullets and the Brahmas they are able to do so—and with bees, we believe, the same rule 
in their second year, and all my Brahmas lived through the year ; | will hold good. Experiment with the aid of the microscope will, 

put three of the Hamburghs died in June. The Hamburghs are | however, dispel any existing doubt on the subject, though it may 

really more in advance of the Brahmas weight for weight in eggs | not be possible to produce absolute proof.” 
as layers than appears by the figures. I have had the largest —————————— 
eggs from the mongrels. The Hamburghs have been kept A pRAcTICAL cultivator suggests to those about to make fresh 

: distinct, Brahmas and Dorkings together, and mongrels, as the | plantations of raspberries the necessity of thoroughly trenching the 
eggs are easily distinguishable. Soil damp; gravel on clay not | ground and heavily manuring it before planting. After planting 

: very warm, ‘The fowls have arun of two acres of grass, exeept | cut the canes down to within a foot of the ground. Better canes will - 
when it is shut up for hay, and they are well housed, In the | be produced for next year’s fruiting than if left their entire length, 

ies - a thse
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SPECIAL NOTICE i A H W A H.” 

e 
TO 

ADVERTISERS The fruit of an Indian Tree, in appearance and 
flavour similar to Sultana Raisins. Eaten by 

: the natives, and by all animals and birds. 

Tue yalue of Buexexrtne for advertising purposes, as| Mahwah contains : 3 

the only independent paper of its class published in the 

United Kingdom, must be self-evident to those having 50 PE ’ 

commercial dealing with apiarians. It would, therefore, R CENT. OF SUGAR. ; 

- ee of time and space to enumerate its claims to their | Tt ig a wholesome and nutritious foo d, pecu- 

8 Ort. . PP larly well fitted for 
We are now addressing those Advertisers in particular 

who may wish to bring themselves before the notice of our POULTR 

readers at trifling expense; and in order to meet this want i PIGS, BEES, 
which from letters received and advice tendered is clearly &e 

much felt, we offer a space, the size of that at the foot of ‘ 

this notice, including free copy of the paper, for £3 3s. per The first consignment sent to England has just 

annum, conditionally that the order be for not less than} been landed, and can be supplied in large or 
12 months, and that the same shall be paid for quarterly | sma]] quantities 

in advance. 
Pre PAE 

£8 9s, von Avon, Price 20s. per Cwt. . 
WITH FREE COPY OF ; at 

BEEKEEPIN G, BY THE SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF 

QUARTERLY IN ADVANCE. HYDRO-INCUBATORS 

tt 
AND 

To oblige country beekeepers who are not easily acces- 

sible to good chemists we shall be happy to supply sali- HYDRO-RE ARING MOTHERS. 

cylic acid in shilling packets, post free. We believe the 

le price is about 12s. 6d. d, but will mak ‘i i ae 
Wholesale price is about ls, Od. 5 ponnes Ont we" =="°| Tilustrated and described in Fourth Edition of 
inquiries and arrange the size of the packets according to Dae : 

what we have to pay. Address Sub-Hditor, Burxenrina. Mr, Thos, Christy’s book on Commercial 
| Pouliry Barmine (Mahwan,page.c0), 

SCALE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS. Price Is. Post Free. 

Five Lings oR UNDER... as oo 5s. Od, SSS ee 

QuaRTER Page ais ms pr oles St, Ody 

Haury Page Rae Saseat oad a eer evo. Odi: Ode THOS CHRISTY Xk C0 

Page oes ase oe oe +. &5 5s, Od. ' 
4 ny 

: Special terms for a series of insertions may be had by applica- 155, FENCHURCH STREET, 

ion to the Publisher. | 

Crossed Cheques and P.O. orders (at Somerset House P.O.) pay- 

able to Gzorau Rosz. LONDON, :
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ANTS AND HONEY. { Crown 8yo., cloth. Price 8s. 6d. 

Tuy ants are fond of honey has long been known; they will A MANUAL OF BEEKEEPING, 
come a great distance to feed on a shower of honeydew; but, 
amid the ant world, there is, probably, nothing more strange CONTAINING 

or wonderful than that ants should store up the Hoary on which | ppacTICAL INFORMATION FOR RATIONAL AND PRO- 
they intend to feed in the very bodies of some of their own com- 

' rades, and yet such is the case. The Rey. Mr. M‘Cook has FITABLE METHODS OF BEE MANAGEMENT. 
lately investigated the habits of the American honey ant By J. HUNTER. 
(Myrmecocystus Mewicanus.) They were found by him in the ae ; is 

: so-called Garden of the Gods, Colorado. ‘I'he nests are found (Late Hon. Secretary of the British Beekeepers’ Association.) 
on the tops or southern slopes of ridges. In external aspect * * : ae z 
they are small gravel-covered moundlets, trancated cones, ‘With Numerous Illustrations. Third Edition, revised and enlarged. 

-pierced in the centre by a perpendicular opening which is from ee a 
three to six inches deep. ‘The interior of one of these consists Loxpon: DAVID BOGUE, 3, Sv. Marrin’s Pracy, W.C. 
of a series of underground galleries and chambers cutthrough | = 
the gravel and sand-stone often to a distance of nearly 18 feet 
in length, two feet to four feet beneath the surface, and from THE BERKSHIRE BEE HIVE. 
ten to twelve inches in width at the widest part. The ants g Mt 
were of the three worker casts—major, minor, and dwarf—the PERC EEE 
Hopes searers and the fertile queen. ane bopey pearore were STORE BOX anp TWO SUPERS, with 7 Glass Windows. The 
found hanging in groups to the roofs of the honey chambers hentikiivod nine Bi ; i 
by their feet. There were about thirty of these honey- ert Hivextos watching Bees sitboni eek 
bearers in each chamber, and fous eight or ten of Price 20s. to order. 
these to each nest. When filled with honey, the ee A) 

_ large, globular abdomens of the honey-bearers looked like Been De aie pand gees, 
small Delaware grapes. When these chambers were broken | TSS eS 
into, the workers at once rushed to the care of the honey ants | J. SADLER, Sonnine, NEAR Ruapine, Burxs. 
and dragged them off to some undisturbed parts. These ants | Sit aes Be Meee Ty 
proved to be nocturnal in their habits, remaining within doors x 
until after sunset, which was atthe time of Mr. M'Cook’s vist) ENGLISH BAR-FRAME HIVES, 
about 7.30 p.m. Then the workers would issue forth in Woodbury size, 8s. each. 
columns, and soon disperse themselves among the clumps of 
scrub oak, Here they sought for the galls made by a species | ITALIAN BAR-FRAME HIVES, Two for 8s.—* Commended 
of cynips which are to be found in abundance on the bushes, for simplicity and cheapness.” —Alewandra Palace, 1877. 
and they licked therefrom a sweetish exudation which issued | 5. tions for MM 

_ out in small transparent drops from the surface. From 11,30) Ditections for Management 8d. each. Post-oflice Orders payable 
p.m. to about 330a.m., when the first early streaks of dawn at Horncastle. 
began to appear, the workers returned home laden with the Sena Sate ee ty ee 
honey. This appears to be given to the honey ants, which are 
sedentary. The workers disgorging it after the manner of a | ISAAC HALE, Maxer, Lincoun-noap, Honncastiz, 
bee, it there remains in the globular abdomens of these honey-|_—~-~—~—~S~=C=CSséCtsCté‘“‘<i<‘CSCOSS 
carriers until it is required for future use. The economy of | RUTH BLOOMS HARD LOT: A Srory vor Girts. 
this habit, indeed, in most respects resembles that of the hive | ay 
bee. The bees’ honey is, however, when collected, disgorged | One Shilling. 
into the substance of a wax cell; that of the ants into the | a 
enlarged stomach of their fellow ants, which are thus made to |THE FORTUNES OF FENBOURNE: A Svony son 
act as living amphore. Full details of this most interesting en 
ant are promised in a report to be laid before the Academy of | Bors.—One Shilling. 
Natural Science, Philadelphia.—Farm Journal. | ae oe ee ee 

ee | 
Misraxen Insrivcr.—The following may, perhaps, prove RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY, Paturnostur Row. 

interesting to some readers. In July last, one NS ALbeINOONsiAs } Ginga aE IC Sok Pita Gad cee oie deg a 

_ We were watching my bees carrying in pollen, one of them / ¢yOMB FOUNDATION.—W. Rarrt, Beecroft, Blairgowrie, 
separating from the others alighted on some pretty blue artificial C N.B., first Importer of American Machine, is prepared to 

~ flowers in the bonnet of a lady who was looking at them ; tried eos a 5 ft si Z lity of th 3 BEST 
each flower carefully for honey, and, of course, finding none, flew | TREE we orders for a Superior Quality of the above for delivery early 

away, no doubt much disgusted. The bee must have been | ae PERSON 
attracted by form and colour ; the flowers were not at all natural,| Honey Extractors, Wax Smelters, Pocket Bellows’ Smokers, 
put gaudy red anthers and blue stamens.—F rep. W. E. Surtveni. | Queen Excluder Zinc, Sample Hives, &c., in stock. 

ee: ART WITH ECONOMY, 
Doe ee eee BRO Her) APPLIED TO Soe eee es d Ree eee 
eine aque Poamanyes eee ees eae ye Gea Cae re 

Medae oe ey ore Lee sere ac 0 Nw ay 
i Arr sy crmmntovsns, Pe : a eT eee With Ilustrations and Prices, bc. ase esea |i Eee ee oes! 

Bees Seri Ms PART I. now ready, Reeeeareceel ll i Tll |i hee eer 
ee TERDN ERENT IE Post: Free, 12 Stamps, Cell’ Nitec ee 
Be ee TCOCCE | cHear arr sUMMERHOUSES. Seeoeee eS iste 
ee LL RI H-| | De He Tlustrations and Prices Gratis, So SSilElel eee ; 

re H an — NG AW 1 Sl SA Rite 
ee LIL UL ©, 9. p. DENNIS & 00., eae 
SS SS Manston House Burprnas, ay Hoh 5 

Chr wi tanec ONOMY APPLIED 10. CONSERVATORIES | LONDON, E.0. S-> EG 
Works, CHELMsrorp.
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EXTENT -OF “NURSERIES 250 >-ACRES, 

FOREST TREES of every description, and of all sizes adapted | ROSES.—A complete collection, including all the finest new show 
for general planting. Many millions to select from. varieties, splendid plants, and in immense quantities. 

d 5, in i FRUIT TREES.—A very extensive collection, comprising ever: 
QUES ate Sher pins or Relie aceeee ses kind considered worthy of cular seme D well aeoat 

z and in excellent health and condition for transplanting. Several 
GAME, COVERT, and UNDERWOOD PLANTS. hundred thousands very fine plants in all styles of training to 
CONIFERS.—A full collection of all the leading sorts, grown as select from, and may be relied upon as true to name. 

specimens; having been annually and biennially transplanted, TREE FERNS, with clear, straight stems and good heads— 
are robust and in excellent condition for safe removal. such perfect specimens are rarely to be met-with. 

STANDARD and WEEPING ORNAMENTAL TREES: | STOVE PLANTS AND FERNS.—A full collection of all the 
including many very beautiful gold, silver, and purple-foliaged new and most desirable. 

trees for planting for effect. GREENHOUSE and CONSERVATORY PLANTS.—Ferns 
ORNAMENTAL, EVERGREEN, and FLOWERING and Climbers in great variety, and many of a large size for 

SHRUBS, of all kinds and sizes. immediate effect. 

TREES FOR STREET PLANTING, PARKS, &.,;INDIAN AZALEAS.—A splendid collection of all the 
mostly grown as single specimens, and consisting of Lime, leading new and old varieties. 
Plane, English Elm, Chestnut, Sycamore, &c. Cee ae very fine eugene of the most approved new 

sei arieties ; ly TRAINED for walls, MERICAN PLANTS, all the newest and finest varieties of and old varieties; some are carefully 
= scarlet and other Rhododendrons, Ghent Azaleas, &c. WINTER FLOWERING ERICAS and EPACRIS. 

CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS.—A large collection, | FUGHSIAS, PELARGONIUMS, CINERARIAS, and other 
including 100 of the finest and newest varieties of Clematis, 50 TNS Oe gO SLES z ‘ 
of Ivy, with all the other desirable plants for covering walls,| HARDY BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, including rare 

ane HERBACEOUS, BULBOUS, and Teatt f Cc H and ALPINE PLANTS —A UCUBA JAPONICA.—This is the most useful Evergreen nee " 2 ; I 
2 for planting in towns and suburbs, or under trees, as it is not levee solleehony including many rare and choice species and 

injured b; ke or drip from trees. Thousands of splendid - 
elas (aay DEreee eT ee) can be supplied. 2 OUR COLLECTION at the Show of the Manchester Royal 

Botanical and Horticultural Society.was awarded the GOLD HOLLIES ~The Snel Brergran, whether for edges or shih | MEDAL n the Open Cl, May 1a eries. We offer 200, : a ‘ 
16 fect, lifting with balls like Rhododendrons, Such a lot of | SERAWBERRIES.—A choice selection of the best kinds, 
Green Hollies cannot be met with elsewhere. Also golden VINES.—Rods thoroughly ripened without bottom heat, for imme- 
and other varieties. diate fruiting and for planting. 

PORTUGAL LAUREL.—Thousands of splendid plants—many FLOWERING BULBS.—An extensive collection, including all 
grand specimens are perfect globes—we believe cannot be the choicest Lilies, Gladioli, &e., &c. 
matched elsewhere. SEAKALE, RHUBARB, and FLOWER POTS.—Very 

ENGLISH YEWS.—About 30,000 splendid plants. Those from SUD CEOs dae ‘ 
4 to 5 and 6 feet ave perfect specimens—unequalled in the | VIRGIN CORK for Ferneries, &c. 
country. COCOA NUT FIBRE REFUSE. ; 

Together with all other Trees, Plants, &e., as grown in a very extensive and well-regulated Nursery. 
*,* Railway Track Loads Carriace Paty to any Goods Railway Station in England, Scotland, or Wales. 

Orders amounting to £5 and upwards Carriage Paid to any Seaport in Ireland haying direct communication with 
Liverpool, and of £2 and upwards to Dublin. In all other cases orders will be treated as liberally as possible with 
regard to the Carriage. Plants added to compensate, when not Carriage Paid. 

*,* Experienced Agents, Bailiffs, Gardeners, and Foresters recommended, Trees, Plants, &c., selected and 
carefully packed for export to all parts. = 

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE OATALOGUES POST FREE. 
ttl 

THE IMPROVED AND ONLY GENUINE 

(REGISTERED) : 

FOR FUMIGATING. 
IMPROVED FUMIGATING PAN, in Iron, 6s. 6d.; in Copper, 2is, 

This “Special” Article has now been extensively used by Horticulturists for some years, and hundreds can bear testimony to 
the fact that it is the cuEAPEsT, sarEst, and MosT EFFICACIOUS ASPHYXIATE in the market, 

: TO BE OBTAINED ONLY FROM 

4 NEWTON ” [CK AND : 
108, EASTGATE STREET, } CHESTER, 

Who will be pleased to send, post free, on application, Circular containing Testimonials and all particulars, 
Prices 1s. 8d. per pound. Carriage paid on orders of 28 lbs. and upwards,
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| GEO. NEIGHBOUR & SONS’ 
CELEBRATED BEE HIVES. — 

General Agent for Europe for American Apiarian Implements from T. G. 3 
‘ Newman and Son, of Chicago, 

SILVER MEDALS Awarded at Philadelphia Exhibition, 1876; Paris Exhibition, P 
1867 & 1578. 

NEIGHBOURS’ IMPROVED COTTAGE| NEIGHBOURS’ PHILADELPHIA BAR 
: HIVE, : FRAME HIVE 

As Originally Introduced by GEO. NEIGHBOUR and| Has facilities for Removal of Combs at side opening as well 8 ne P g 
SONS, working Three Bell-Glasses, from which the honey | asfrom top. 

Poalencn oi) er Bees. PRICE Complete, ere we Roof, Stand, and 
: Ss : uper, 42s, 

This Hive is more Husy of Management than any other. eee y gees 

Be Oe: ee ae 

Bye ee Sige LA eae NRO Ee tae ee ed Sea — eel 
id ee |  <2Z™ ; 

< patieetcecs te = ig ee a Str (| bs i 

| Ay 2 Hem Pa |) en aeealiy Ve e = 

fae Ss a) 

a pee re ples ea ec a ITALIAN ALP-QUEENS for uniting to Black Stocks at ‘ 
Te el Bt oy \ bs (heeee se ie Current Prices. : é 
ate, ea ee te LIGURIAN and ENGLISH BEES.—Stocks and Swarms 

P(e em ee eis eis) may be obtained as heretofore. qe a . ee te 
4 eee ee “THE APIARY.” By ALFRED NEIGHBOUR. 5s. | 

a ee Postage 5d. ei iin el eee : ee 
Uh ae Se A newly-arranged CATALOGUE of other Improved oS 
a = , Hives, with Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of Iwo me 

re Stamps. 

GEO. NEIGHBOUR & SONS, 127, High Holborn, W.C.; or 149, Regent St., London, W. = SE SS SS 
Lonvon : Printed by J, Mztprum, and Published by Winutam AxrHuR Denpy, for the Proprietors, at 1, Catherine St., Strand, W.C.—Jan. 15, 1889
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